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Preface to the Third Edition

I would like to thank Psychology Press for providing the welcome opportunity for me to write the third edition of my text. If back in 1994 when I finished writing the first edition someone had told me that more than 10 years later I’d be writing the third, I would have been extremely happy.

As I remarked in the preface to the first edition, although language might not be all that makes us human, it is hard to imagine being human without it. Given the importance of language in our behavior, it is perhaps surprising that until not so long ago, relatively scant attention was been paid to it in undergraduate courses. Often at best it was studied as part of a general course on cognitive psychology. That situation has changed. Furthermore, the research field of psycholinguistics is blossoming, as evinced by the growth in the number of papers on the subject, and indeed, in the number of journals dedicated to it. With this growth and this level of interest, it is perhaps surprising that there are still relatively few textbooks devoted to psycholinguistics. I hope this book fills this gap. It is aimed at intermediate and advanced level undergraduates, although new postgraduates might also find it useful, and I would be delighted if it found other readers.

I have tried to make as many of the citations as possible refer towards easily obtainable material. I have therefore avoided citing unpublished papers, doctoral theses, and conference papers. New papers are coming out all the time, and if I were going to make this book completely up to date, I would never stop. Therefore I called a halt at material published in early 2006. Of course, given current publication lags, much of this material would actually have been written some years before, and the current state of people’s thinking and work, as discussed in conferences and seminars, might be very different from the positions attributed in this book. This outcome is most unfortunate, but unavoidable.

It is now impossible to appreciate psycholinguistics without some understanding of connectionism. Unfortunately, this is a topic that many people find difficult. The formal details of connectionist models are in an Appendix: I hope this does not mean that it will not be read. I toyed with a structure where the technical details were given when the class of model was first introduced, but a more general treatment seemed more appropriate.

I have been very gratified with the positive feedback I have received on the first two editions of this book, and the number of suggestions and comments I have received. I have tried to take these into account in this revision. “Taking into account” does not mean “agreeing to everything”; after consideration, there are some suggestions that I decided against implementing. One of these was numbering sections, which I find esthetically displeasing. I take the general point that there are many cross-references, but I take this as a
positive point: we should try to foster as many connections between parts of the subject as possible. I have also found that it is impossible to please everybody. Indeed, people’s suggestions are often contradictory. In such cases I can only rely on my own inclinations. One example of this is the material on the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis: some people have suggested deleting it, whereas others have found it to be one of the most useful sections, and wanted more information on it. Almost everyone wanted more material on their particular specialty, and probably everyone is going to be disappointed. The book is quite long enough as it is.

It is difficult to believe that it is 6 years since I finished writing the second edition. Much has happened in psychology since then—particularly the widespread use of brain imaging. I have tried to incorporate this research where appropriate.

Whereas the main theme of the first edition was interaction versus independence, and that of the second, broadly speaking, was connectionism, the main theme that has emerged in this third edition is that of the role of language in a wider context. Are language processes specific to language, and do we have innate linguistic knowledge and dedicated regions of the brain doing language processing? Or are they a reflection of more general cognitive processes? In a way this theme is a synthesis of modularity and connectionism.

The structure of the book has settled down—whereas the second edition involved major surgery on the first, all I have done in the third edition is to split the lengthy chapter on reading into adult and child reading, and added a chapter about how we use language.

Students often find the study of the psychology of language rather dry and technical, and many find it difficult. In addition to making this edition as comprehensible as possible, I have also tried to make it fun. I have also tried to emphasize applications of research.

The American Psychological Association now recommends the use of the word “participants” instead of “subjects.” I have followed this recommendation.

There is a website associated with this book. It contains links to other pages, details of important recent work, and a “hot link” to contact me. It is to be found at: http://www.dundee.ac.uk/psychology/language. I still welcome any corrections, suggestions for the next edition, or discussion on any topic. My email address is now: t.a.harley@dundee.ac.uk. Suggestions on topics I have omitted or under-represented would be particularly welcome. The hardest bit of writing this book has been deciding what to leave out. I am sure that people running other courses will cover some material in much more detail than has been possible to provide here. However, I would be interested to hear of any major differences of emphasis. If the new edition is as successful as the second, I will be looking forward (in a strange sort of way) to producing the fourth edition in 5 years time.

I would like to thank all those who have made suggestions about both editions, particularly Jeanette Altarriba, Gerry Altmann, Elizabeth Bates, Helen Bown, Paul Bloom, Peer Broeder, Gordon Brown, Hugh Buckingham, Lynne Duncan, the Dundee Psycholinguistics Discussion Group, Andy Ellis, Gerry Griffin, Zenzi Griffin, Annette de Groot, Francois Grosjean, Evan Heit, Laorag Hunter, Lesley Jessiman, Barbara Kaup, Alan Kennedy, Kathryn Kohnert, Annukka Lindell, Nick Lund, Siobhan MacAndrew, Nadine Martin, Randi Martin, Elizabeth Maylor, Don Mitchell, Wayne Murray, Lyndsey Nickels, Jane Oakhill, Padaig O’Searaghdfa, Shirley-Anne Paul, Martin Pickering, Julian Pine, Ursula Pool, Eleanor Saffran, Lynn Sautelmann, Marcus Taft, Jeremy Tree, Roger van Gompel, Carel van Wijk, Beth Wilson, Alan Wilkes, Suzanne Zeedyk, and Piepie Zwinsterlood. I would also like to thank several anonymous reviewers for their comments; hopefully you know who you are. Numerous people pointed out minor errors and asked questions: I thank them all. George Dunbar created the sound spectrogram for Figure 2.1 using MacSpeechLab. Lila Gleitman gave me the very first line; thanks! Katie Edwards, Pam Miller, and Denise Jackson helped me to obtain a great deal of material, often at very short notice. This book would be much worse without the help of all these people. I am of course responsible for any errors or omissions that remain. If there is any one else I have
forgotten, please accept my apologies. Many people have suggested things that I have thought about and decided not to implement, and many people have suggested things (more connectionism, less connectionism, leave that in, take that out, move that bit there, leave it there) that are the opposite of what others have suggested.

I would also like to thank Psychology Press for all their help and enthusiasm for this project, particularly Lucy Kennedy, Tara Stebnicky, and Mandy Collison. Holly Loftus made up the ancillary materials: Shirley-Anne Paul helped me to check them. Finally, I would like to thank Brian Butterworth, who supervised my PhD. He probably doesn’t realize how much I appreciated his help; without him, this book might never have existed.

Finally, perhaps I should state my bias about some of the more controversial points of psycholinguistics: I think language processing is massively interactive, I think connectionist modeling has contributed enormously to our understanding and is the most profitable direction to go in the near future, and I think that the study of the neuropsychology of language is fundamental to our understanding. Writing this edition has fostered and reinforced these beliefs. I realize that many will disagree with me, and have tried to be as fair as possible. I hope that any bias there is in this book will appear to be the consequence of the consideration of evidence rather than of prejudice.

Trevor A. Harley
School of Psychology
University of Dundee
Dundee DD1 4HN
Scotland

March 2007
How to Use This Book

This book is intended to be a stand-alone introduction to the psychology of language. It is my hope that anyone could pick it up and finish reading it with a rich understanding of how humans use language. Nevertheless, it would probably be advantageous to have some knowledge of basic cognitive psychology. (Some suggestions for books to read are given in the “Further reading” section at the end of Chapter 1.) For example, you should be aware that psychologists have distinguished between short-term memory (which has limited capacity and can store material for only short durations) and long-term memory (which is virtually unlimited). I have tried to assume that the reader has no knowledge of linguistics, although I hope that most readers will be familiar with such concepts as nouns and verbs. The psychology of language is quite a technical area full of rather daunting terminology. I have italicized technical terms when they first appear, and short definitions are given in boxes on the pages concerned. There is also a glossary near the end of the book with short definitions of the technical terms.

Connectionist modeling is now central to modern cognitive psychology. Unfortunately, it is also a topic that most people find extremely difficult to follow. It is impossible to understand the details of connectionism without some mathematical sophistication. I have provided an Appendix that covers the basics of connectionism in more mathematical detail than is generally necessary to understand the main text. However, the general principles of connectionism can probably be appreciated without this extra depth, although it is probably a good idea to look at the Appendix.

In my opinion and experience, the material in some chapters is more difficult than others. I do not think there is anything much that can be done about this, except to persevere. Sometimes comprehension might be assisted by later material, and sometimes a number of readings might be necessary to comprehend the material fully. Fortunately the study of the psychology of language gives us clues about how to facilitate understanding. Chapters 7 and 11 will be particularly useful in this respect. It should also be remembered that in some areas researchers do not agree on the conclusions, or on what should be the appropriate method to investigate a problem. Therefore it is sometimes difficult to say what the “right answer,” or the correct explanation of a phenomenon, might be. In this respect the psychology of language is still a very young subject.

The book is divided into sections, each covering an important aspect of language. Section A is an introduction. It describes what language is, and provides essential background for describing language. It should not be skipped. Section B is about the biological basis of language, the relationship of language to other cognitive processes, and language development. Section C is about how we recognize words. Section D is about comprehension:
how we understand sentences and discourse. Section E is about language production, and also about how language interacts with memory. It also examines the grand design or architecture of the language system. The section concludes with a brief look at some possible new directions in the psychology of language.

Each chapter begins with an introduction outlining what the chapter is about and the main problems faced in each area. Each introduction ends with a summary of what you should know by the end of the chapter. Each chapter concludes with a list of bullet points that gives a one-sentence summary of each section in that chapter. This is followed by questions that you can think about, either to test your understanding of the material, or to go beyond what is covered, usually with an emphasis on applying the material. If you want to follow up a topic in more detail than is covered in the text (which I think is quite richly referenced, and should be the first place to look), then there are suggestions for further reading at the very end of each chapter.

One way of reading this book is like a novel: start here and go to the end. Section A should certainly be read before the others because it introduces many important terms, without which later going would be very difficult. However, after that, other orders are possible. I have tried to make each chapter as self-contained as possible, so there is no reason why the chapters cannot be read in a different order. Similarly, you might choose to omit some chapters altogether. In each case you might find you have to refer to the glossary more often than if you just begin at the beginning. Unless you are interested in just a few topics, however, I advise reading the whole book through at least once.

Each chapter looks at a major chunk of the study of the psychology of language.

**OVERVIEW OF THIS BOOK**

Chapter 1 tells you about the subject of the psychology of language. It covers its history and methods. Chapter 2 provides some important background on language, telling you how we can describe sounds and the structure of sentences. In essence it is a primer on phonology and syntax.

Chapter 3 is about how language is related to biological and cognitive processes. It looks at the extent to which language depends on the presence and operation of certain biological, cognitive, and social precursors in order to be able to develop normally. We will also examine whether animals use language, or whether they can be taught to do so. This will also help to clarify what we mean by language. We will look at how language is founded in the brain, and how damage to the brain can lead to distinct types of impairment in language. We will examine in detail the more general role of language, by examining the relation between language and thought. We will also look at what can be learned from language acquisition in exceptional circumstances, including the effects of linguistic deprivation.

Chapter 4 examines how children acquire language, and how language develops throughout childhood. Chapter 5 examines how bilingual children learn to use two languages.

We will then look at what appear to be the simplest or lowest level processes and work towards more complex ones. Hence we will first examine how we recognize and understand single words. Although these chapters are largely about recognizing words in isolation, in the sense that in most of the experiments we discuss only one word is present at a time, the influence of the context in which they are found is an important consideration, and we will look at this as well.

Chapter 6 addresses how we recognize words and how we access their meanings. Although the emphasis is on visually presented word recognition, many of the findings described in this chapter are applicable to recognizing spoken words as well. Chapter 7 examines how we read and pronounce words, and looks at disorders of reading (the dyslexias). Chapter 8 looks at how we learn to read and spell, how reading should best be taught, and at the difficulties some children face in learning to read—developmental dyslexia. Chapter 9 looks at the speech system and how we process speech and identify spoken words.
We then move on to how words are ordered to form sentences. Chapter 10 looks at how we make use of word order information in understanding sentences. These are issues to do with syntax and parsing. Chapter 11 examines how we represent the meaning of words. Chapter 12 examines how we comprehend and represent beyond the sentence level; these are the larger units of discourse or text. In particular, how do we integrate new information with old to create a coherent representation? How do we store what we have heard and read?

In Chapter 13 we consider the process in reverse, and examine language production and its disorders. By this stage we will have an understanding of the processes involved in understanding language, and these processes must be looked at in a wider context. Chapter 14 looks at how we use language. It examines how we control conversation, and how speakers and listeners cooperate to make dialogue efficient. It also examines how listeners draw inferences about what the speaker means from apparent violations of the normal expectation of how to run a good conversation.

In Chapter 15 we look at the structure of the language system as a whole, and the relation between the parts. Finally, Chapter 16 looks at some possible new directions in psycholinguistics.
INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 6 we looked at how we recognize words; this chapter is about how we read them. How do we gain access to the sounds and meanings of words? We also examine the effects of brain damage on reading (giving rise to acquired dyslexia), and show how reading disorders can be related to a model of reading. The next chapter looks at how children learn to read.

Reading aloud and reading to oneself are clearly different, but related, tasks. When we read aloud (or name words), we must retrieve the sounds of words. When we read to ourselves, we read to obtain the meaning, but most of us, most of the time, experience the sounds of the words as “inner speech.” Is it possible to go to the meaning of a word when reading without also accessing its sounds? By the end of this chapter you should:

- Appreciate how different types of dyslexia relate to the dual-route model, and also the problems they pose for it.
- Know about connectionist models of reading and how they account for dyslexia.

The writing system

The basic unit of written language is the letter. The name grapheme is given to the letter or combination of letters that represents a phoneme. For example, the word “ghost” contains five letters and four graphemes (“gh,” “o,” “s,” and “t”), representing four phonemes. There is much more variability in the structure of written languages than there is in spoken languages. Whereas all spoken languages utilize a basic distinction between consonants and vowels, there is no such common thread to the world’s written languages.

KEY TERM

Grapheme: a unit of written language that corresponds to a phoneme (e.g., “steak” contains four graphemes: s t e a k).
The sorts of written language most familiar to speakers of English and other European languages are alphabetic scripts. English uses an alphabetic script. In alphabetic scripts, the basic unit represented by a grapheme is essentially a phoneme. However, the nature of this correspondence can vary. In transparent languages such as Serbo-Croat and Italian there is a one-to-one grapheme-phoneme correspondence, so that every grapheme is realized by only one phoneme and every phoneme is realized by only one grapheme. In languages such as English this relation can be one-to-many in both directions. A phoneme can be realized by different graphemes (e.g., compare “to,” “too,” “two,” and “threw”), and a grapheme can be realized by many different phonemes (e.g., the letter “a” in the words “fate,” “pat,” and “father”). Some languages lie between these extremes. In French, correspondences between graphemes and phonemes are quite regular, but a phoneme may have different graphemic realizations (e.g., the graphemes “o,” “au,” “eau,” “aux,” and “eaux” all represent the same sounds). In consonantal scripts, such as Hebrew and Arabic, not all sounds are represented. In syllabic scripts (such as Cherokee and the Japanese script kana), the written units represent syllables. Finally, some languages do not represent any sounds. In ideographic languages (sometimes also called logographic languages), such as Chinese and the Japanese script kanji, each symbol is equivalent to a morpheme.

One consequence of this variation in writing systems is that there must be differences in processing between readers of different languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of written languages</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alphabetic script</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>The basic unit represented by a grapheme is essentially a phoneme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other European languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonantal script</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>Not all sounds are represented, as vowels are not written down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabic script</td>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>Written units represent syllables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logographic/ideographic script</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Each symbol represents a whole word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese kanji</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cognitive task. There is a wide variation in reading abilities, and many different types of reading disorder arise as a consequence of brain damage.

### A PRELIMINARY MODEL OF READING

Introspection can provide us with a preliminary model of reading. Consider how we might name or pronounce the word “beef.” Words like this are said to have a regular spelling-to-sound correspondence. That is, the graphemes map onto phonemes in a totally regular way; you need no special knowledge about the word to know how to pronounce it. If you had never seen the word “beef” before, you could still pronounce it correctly. Some other examples of regular word pronunciations include “hint” and “rave.” In these words, there are alternative pronunciations (as in “pint” and “have”), but “hint” and “rave” are pronounced in accordance with the most common pronunciations. These are all regular words, because all the graphemes have the standard pronunciation.

Not all words are regular, however. Some are irregular or exception words. Consider the word “steak.” This has an irregular spelling-to-sound (or grapheme-to-phoneme) correspondence: the grapheme “ea” is not pronounced in the usual way, as in “streak,” “sneak,” “speak,” “leak,” and “beak.” Other exceptions to a rule include “have” (an exception to the rule that leads to the regular pronunciations “gave,” “rave,” “save” and so forth) and “vase” (in British English, an exception to the rule that leads to the regular pronunciations “base,” “case,” and so forth). English has many irregular words. Some words are extremely irregular, containing unusual patterns of letters that have no close neighbors, such as “island,” “aisle,” “ghost,” and “yacht.” These words are sometimes called lexical hermits.

Finally, we can pronounce strings of letters such as “nate,” “smeak,” “fot,” and “datch,” even though we have never seen them before. These letter strings are all pronounceable nonwords or pseudowords. Therefore, even though they are novel, we can still pronounce them, and we all tend to agree on how they should be pronounced. If you hear nonwords like these, you can spell them correctly; you assemble their pronunciations from their constituent graphemes. (Of course, not all nonwords are pronounceable—e.g., “xzgh.”)

Our ability to read nonwords on the one hand and irregular words on the other suggests the possibility of a dual-route model of naming. We can assemble pronunciations for words or nonwords we have never seen before, yet also pronounce correctly irregular words that must need information specific to those words (that is, lexical information). The classic dual-route model (see Figure 7.1) has two routes for turning words into sounds. There is a direct access or lexical route, which is needed for irregular words. This must at least in some way involve a direct link between print and sound. That is, the lexical route takes us directly to a word’s entry in the lexicon and we are then able to retrieve the sound of a word. There is also a grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (GPC) route (also called the indirect or nonlexical or sublexical route), which is used for reading nonwords. This route carries out what is called phonological recoding. It does not involve lexical access at all. The non-lexical route was first proposed in the early 1970s (e.g., Gough, 1972; Rubenstein, Lewis, & Rubenstein, 1971). Another important justification for a grapheme-to-phoneme conversion route is that it is useful for children learning to read by sounding out words letter by letter.

### KEY TERM

**Sublexical:** correspondences in spelling and sound beneath the level of the whole word.
Given that neither route can in itself adequately explain reading performance, it seems that we must use both. Modern dual-route theorists see reading as a “race” between these routes. When we see a word, both routes start processing it. For skilled readers, most of the time the direct route is much faster, so it will usually win the race and the word will be pronounced the way that it recommends. The indirect route will only be apparent in exceptional circumstances, such as when we see a very unfamiliar word; in that case, if the direct route is slower than normal, then the direct and GPC routes will produce different pronunciations at about the same time, and these words might be harder to pronounce.

Relation of the dual-route model to other models

In the previous chapter we examined a number of models of word recognition. These can all be seen as theories of how the direct, lexical access reading route operates. The dual route is the simplest version of a range of possible multi-route or parallel coding models, some of which posit more than two reading routes. Do we really need a non-lexical route at all for routine reading? Although we appear to need it for reading nonwords, it seems a costly procedure. We have a mechanism ready to use for something we rarely do—pronouncing new words or nonwords. Perhaps it is left over from the development of reading, or perhaps it is not as costly as it first appears. We will see later that the non-lexical route is also apparently needed to account for the neuropsychological data. Indeed, whether or not two routes are necessary for reading is a central issue of the topic of reading. Models that propose that we can get away with only one (such as connectionist models) must produce a satisfactory account of how we can pronounce nonwords.

Of course, except for reading aloud, the primary goal of reading is not getting the sound of a word, but getting the meaning. As we shall see in Chapter 8, in the early stages of learning to read children get to the meaning through the sound; that is, they spell out the sound of the words, and then access meaning as they recognize those sounds. Some researchers believe that even skilled adults primarily get to meaning by going from print to phonology and then to meaning, an idea called phonological mediation (discussed in more detail below). Most researchers however believe that in skilled adults, most of the time, there is a direct route from print to semantics. Indeed, as we shall see below, most researchers believe that there is a direct route from print to sound, and a direct route via semantics; what is debated is the role of the indirect route in normal reading (see Taft & van Graan, 1998, for further discussion of these issues).

THE PROCESSES OF NORMAL READING

According to the dual-route model, there are two independent routes when naming a word and accessing the lexicon: a lexical or direct access route and a sublexical or grapheme–phoneme conversion route. This section looks at how we name nonwords and words.

Reading nonwords

According to the dual-route model, the pronunciation of all nonwords should be assembled using the GPC route. This means that all pronounceable nonwords should be alike and their similarity to words should not matter. However, pronounceable nonwords are not all alike.

The pseudohomophone effect

Pseudohomophones are pronounceable nonwords that sound like words when pronounced (such as “brane,” which sounds like the word “brain” when spoken). The behavior of the pseudohomophone “brane” can be compared with the very similar nonword “brame,” which does not sound like a word when it is spoken. Rubenstein et al.

KEY TERM

Pseudohomophones: a nonword that sounds like a word when pronounced (e.g., “nite”).
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(1971) showed that pseudohomophones are more confusible with words than other types of nonwords are. Participants are faster to name them, but slower to reject them as nonwords than control nonwords.

Is the effect caused by the phonological or visual similarity between the nonword and word? Martin (1982) and Taft (1982) argued that it is visual similarity that is important. Pseudohomophones are more confusible with words than other nonwords are because they look more similar to words than non-pseudohomophones do, rather than because they sound the same. Pring (1981) alternated the case of letters within versus across graphemes, such as the “Ai” in “grait,” to produce “GraIT” or “GRaiT.” These strings look different but still sound the same. Alternating letter cases within a grapheme or spelling unit (ai) eliminates the pseudohomophone effect; alternating letters elsewhere in the word (aiT) does not. Hence we are sensitive to the visual appearance of spelling units of words.

The pseudohomophone effect suggests that not all nonwords are processed in the same way. The importance of the visual appearance of the nonwords further suggests that something else apart from phonological recoding is involved here. It remains to be seen whether the phonological recoding route is still necessary, but if it is, then it must be more complex than we first thought.

Glushko’s (1979) experiment: Lexical effects on nonword reading

Glushko (1979) performed a very important experiment on the effect of the regularity of the word-neighbors of a nonword on its pronunciation. Consider the nonword “taze.” Its word-neighbors include “gaze,” “laze,” and “maze”; these are all themselves regularly pronounced words. Now consider the word-neighbors of the nonword “tave.” These also include plenty of regular words (e.g., “rave,” “save,” and “gave”) but there is an exception word-neighbor (“have”). As another example, compare the nonwords “feal” and “fead”: both have regular neighbours (e.g., “real,” “seal,” “deal,” and “bead”) but the pronunciation of “fead” is influenced by its irregular neighbour “dead.” Glushko (1979) showed that naming latencies to nonwords such as “tave” were significantly slower than to ones such as “taze.” That is, reaction times to nonwords that have orthographically irregular spelling-to-sound correspondence word-neighbors are slower than to other nonword controls. Also, people make pronunciation “errors” with such nonwords: “pove” might be pronounced to rhyme with “love” rather than “cove”; and “heaf” might be pronounced to rhyme with “deaf” rather than “leaf.” In summary, Glushko found that the pronunciation of nonwords is affected by the pronunciation of similar words, and that nonwords are not the same as each other. Subsequent research has shown that the proportion of regular pronunciations of nonwords increases as the number of orthographic neighbours increases (McCann & Besner, 1987). In summary, there are lexical effects on nonword processing.

More on reading nonwords

The nonword “yead” can be pronounced to rhyme with “bead” or “head.” Kay and Marcel (1981) showed that its pronunciation can be affected by the pronunciation of a preceding prime word: “bead” biases a participant to pronounce “yead” to rhyme with it, whereas the prime “head” biases participants to the alternative pronunciation. Rosson (1983) primed the nonword by a semantic relative of a phonologically related word. The task was to pronounce “louch” when preceded either by “feel” (which is associated with “touch”) or by “sofa” (which is associated with “couch”). In both cases “louch” tended to be pronounced to rhyme with the appropriate relative.

Finally, nonword effects in complex experiments are sensitive to many factors, such as the pronunciation of the surrounding words in the list. This also suggests that nonword pronunciation involves more than just grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.

Evaluation of research on reading nonwords

These data do not fit the simple version of the dual-route model. The pronunciation of nonwords is affected by the pronunciation of visually similar words. That is, there are lexical effects in nonword
processing; the lexical route seems to be affecting the non-lexical route.

**Word processing**

According to the dual-route model, words are accessed directly by the direct route. This means that all words should be treated the same in respect of the regularity of their spelling-to-sound correspondences. An examination of the data reveals that this prediction does not stand up.

One problem for the simple dual-route model is that pronunciation regularity affects response times, although in a complex way. Baron and Strawson (1976) provided an early demonstration of this problem, finding that a list of regular words was named faster than a list of frequency-matched exception words (e.g., “have”). This task is a simplified version of the naming task, with response time averaged across many items rather than taken from each one individually. There have been many other demonstrations of the influence of regularity on naming time (e.g., Forster & Chambers, 1973; Frederiksen & Kroll, 1976; Stanovich & Bauer, 1978). A well-replicated finding is that of an interaction between regularity and frequency; regularity has little effect on the pronunciation of high-frequency words, but low-frequency regular words are named faster than low-frequency irregular words (e.g., Andrews, 1982; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984), even when we control for age-of-acquisition (Monaghan & Ellis, 2002). Jared (1997b) found that high-frequency words can be sensitive to regularity, but the effect of regularity is moderated by the number and frequencies of their “friends” and “enemies” (words with similar or conflicting pronunciations). That is, it is important to control for the neighborhood characteristics of the target words as well as their regularity in order to observe the interaction. On the other hand, it is not clear whether there are regularity effects on lexical decision. They have been obtained by, for example, Stanovich and Bauer (1978), but not by Coltheart et al. (1977), or Seidenberg et al. (1984). In particular, a word such as “yacht” looks unusual, as well as having an irregular pronunciation. The letter pairs “ya” and “ht” are not frequent in English; we say they have a low bigram frequency. Obviously the visual appearance of words is going to affect the time it takes for direct access, so we need to control for this when searching for regularity effects. Once we control for the generally unusual appearance of irregular words, regularity and consistency only seem to affect naming times, not lexical decision times. Age-of-acquisition has a similar effect to frequency, and gives rise to a similar interaction: Consistency has a much bigger impact on naming time for late-acquired than early-acquired words (Monaghan & Ellis, 2002). Why do late-acquired and low-frequency inconsistent words stand out? One possibility is that late-acquired low-frequency consistent words can make use of the network structure of other consistent words; inconsistent items cannot, and need new associations to be learned between input and output (Monaghan & Ellis, 2002).

In general, regularity effects are more likely to be found when participants have to be more conservative, such as when accuracy rather than speed is emphasized. The finding that regularity affects naming might appear problematic for the dual-route model, but makes sense if there is a race between the direct and indirect routes. Remember that there is an interaction between regularity and frequency. The pronunciation of common words is directly retrieved before the indirect route can construct any conflicting pronunciation. Conflict arises when the lexical route is slow, as when retrieving low-frequency words, and when the pronunciation of a low-frequency word generated by the lexical route conflicts with that generated by the non-lexical route (Norris & Brown, 1985).

**Glushko’s (1979) experiment: Results from words**

Glushko (1979) also found that words behave in a similar way to nonwords, in that the naming times of words are affected by the phonological consistency of neighbors. The naming of a regular word is slowed down relative to that of a control word of similar frequency if the test word has irregular neighbors. For example, the word “gang” is regular, and all its neighbors (such as “bang,” “sang,” “hang,” and “rang”) are also regular.
Consider on the other hand “base”; this itself has a regular pronunciation (compare it with “case”), but it is inconsistent, in that it has one irregular neighbour, “vase” (in British English pronunciation). We could say that “vase” is an enemy of “base.” This leads to a slowing of naming times. In addition, Glushko found true naming errors of over-regularization: for example “pint” was sometimes given its regular pronunciation—to rhyme with “dint.”

Pronunciation neighborhoods

Continuing this line of research, Brown (1987) argued that the number of consistently pronounced neighbors (friends) determines naming times, rather than whether a word has enemies (that is, whether or not it is regular). It is now thought that the number of both friends and enemies affects naming times (Brown & Watson, 1994; Jared, McRae, & Seidenberg, 1990; Kay & Bishop, 1987).

Andrews (1989) found effects of neighborhood size in both the naming and the lexical decision tasks. Responses to words with large neighborhoods were faster than words with small neighborhoods (although this may be moderated by frequency, as suggested by Grainger, 1990). Not all readers produce the same results. Barron (1981) found that good and poor elementary school readers both read regular words more quickly than irregular words. However, once he controlled for neighborhood effects, he found that there was no longer any regularity effect in the good readers, although it persisted in the poor readers.

Parkin (1982) found more of a continuum of ease-of- pronunciation than a simple division between regular and irregular words. All this work suggests that a binary division into words with regular and irregular pronunciations is no longer adequate. Patterson and Morton (1985) provided a more satisfactory but complex categorization rather than a straightforward dichotomy between regular and irregular words (see Table 7.1). This classification reflects two factors: first, the regularity of the pronunciation with reference to spelling-to-sound correspondence rules; second, the agreement with other words that share the same body. (This is the end of a monosyllabic word, comprising the central vowel plus final consonant or consonant cluster; e.g., “aint” in “saint” or “us” in “plus.”) We need to consider not only whether a word is regular or irregular, but also whether its neighbors are regular or irregular. The same classification scheme can be applied to nonwords.

In summary, just as not all nonwords behave in the same way, neither do all words. The regularity of pronunciation of a word affects the ease with which we can name it. In addition, the pronunciation of a word’s neighbors can affect its naming. The number of friends and enemies affects how easy it is to name a word.

### TABLE 7.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistent gaze</td>
<td>All words receive the same regular pronunciation of the body.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus lint</td>
<td>All words with one exception receive the same regular pronunciation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heretic pint</td>
<td>The irregular exception to the consensus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang look</td>
<td>All words with one exception receive the same irregular pronunciation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hero spook</td>
<td>The regular exception to the gang.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang without a hero cold</td>
<td>All words receive the same irregular pronunciation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous: conformist cove</td>
<td>Regular pronunciation with many irregular exemplars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous: independent love</td>
<td>Irregular pronunciation with many regular exemplars.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermit yacht</td>
<td>No other word has this body.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY TERM**

**Body**: the same as a *rime*: the final vowel and terminal consonants.
The role of sound in accessing meaning: Phonological mediation

There is some experimental evidence suggesting that a word’s sound may have some influence on accessing the meaning (Frost, 1998; van Orden, 1987; van Orden, Johnstone, & Hale, 1988; van Orden, Pennington, & Stone, 1990). In a category decision task, participants have to decide if a visually presented target word is a member of a particular category. For example, given “A type of fruit” you would respond “yes” to “pear,” and “no” to “pour.” If the “no” word is a homophone of a “yes” word (e.g., “pair”), participants make a lot of false positive errors—that is, they respond “yes” instead of “no.” Participants seem confused by the sound of the word, and category decision clearly involves accessing the meaning. The effect is most noticeable when participants have to respond quickly. Lesch and Pollatsek (1998) found evidence of interference between homophones in a semantic relatedness task (e.g., SAND–BEECH). We take longer to respond to homophones in a lexical decision task (e.g., MAID), presumably because the homophones are generating confusion in lexical access, perhaps through feedback from phonology to orthography (Pexman, Lupker, & Jared, 2001; Pexman, Lupker, & Reggin, 2002).

Hence there is considerable evidence that the recognition of a word can be influenced by its phonology. The dominant view is that this influence arises through the indirect route, although word recognition is primarily driven by the direct route (or routes)—a view that has been labeled the weak phonological perspective (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; Rastle & Brysbaert, 2006). Most of the models described in this chapter subscribe to the weak phonological view. The alternative, strong phonological view, that we primarily get to the meaning through sound, is called phonological mediation. The most extreme form of this idea is that visual word recognition cannot occur in the absence of computing the sound of the word.

There is a great deal of controversy about the status of phonological mediation. Other experiments support the idea. Folk (1999) examined eye movements as participants read sentences containing either “soul” or “sole.” Folk found that the homophones were read with longer gaze duration—that is, they were processed as though they were lexically ambiguous, even though the orthography should have prevented this. This result is only explicable if the phonology is in some way interfering with the semantic access.

On the other hand, Jared and Seidenberg (1991) showed that prior phonological access only happens with low-frequency homophones. In an examination of proof-reading and eye movements, Jared, Levy, and Rayner (1999) also found that phonology only plays a role in accessing the meanings of low-frequency words. In addition, they found that poor readers are more likely to have to access phonology in order to access semantics, whereas good readers primarily activate semantics first. Daneman, Reingold, and Davidson (1995) reported eye fixation data on homophones that suggested the meaning of a word is accessed first whereas the phonological code is accessed later, probably post-access. They found that gaze duration times were longer on an incorrect homophone (e.g., “brake” was in the text when the context demanded “break”), and that the fixation times on the incorrect homophone were about the same as on a spelling control (e.g., “broke”). This means that the appropriate meaning must have been activated before the decision to move the eyes, and that the phonological code is not activated at this time. (If the phonological code had been accessed before meaning then the incorrect homophone would sound all right in the context, and gaze durations should have been about the same.) The phonological code is accessed later, however, and influences the number of regressions (when the eyes look back to earlier material) to the target word. (However, see Rayner, Pollatsek, & Binder, 1998, for different conclusions. It is clear that these experiments are very sensitive to the materials used.)

Taft and van Graan (1998) used a semantic categorization task to examine phonological mediation. Participants had to decide whether or not words belonged to a category of “words with definable meanings” (e.g., “plank,” “pint”) or the category of “given names” (e.g., “Pam,” “Phil”). There was no difference in the decision times
between regular definable words (e.g., “plank”) and irregular definable words (e.g., “pint”), although a regularity effect was shown in a word naming task. This suggests that the sound of a word does not need to be accessed on the route to accessing its meaning.

A number of studies have tried to decide between the strong and weak phonological views using masked phonological priming. In this technique, targets (e.g., “clip”) are preceded by phonologically identical nonword primes (e.g., “klip”). Responses to the targets are faster and more accurate than when the target is preceded by an unrelated word. Several studies have found priming effects occur even when the primes have been masked and presented so briefly that they cannot be consciously observed and reported, suggesting that the phonological stimulus must occur automatically and extremely quickly (e.g., Lukatela & Turvey, 1994a, 1994b; Perfetti, Bell, & Delaney, 1988). While some researchers interpret masked phonological priming as supporting phonological mediation—Why else should early phonological activation happen so early unless it is essential?—other researchers point out that these effects are very sensitive to environmental conditions, and are not always reliably found (see Rastle & Brysbaert, 2006, for a review). In a meta-analysis of the literature, Rastle and Brysbaert (2006) do find small but significant masked phonological priming effects.

These data suggest that the sound of a word is usually accessed at an early stage. However, there is much evidence suggesting that phonological recoding cannot be obligatory in order to access the word’s meaning (Ellis, 1993). For example, some dyslexics cannot pronounce nonwords, yet can still read many words. Hanley and McDonnell (1997) described the case of a patient, PS, who understood the meaning of words in reading without being able to pronounce them correctly. Critically, PS did not have a preserved inner phonological code that could be used to access the meaning. Some patients have preserved inner phonology and preserved reading comprehension, but make errors in speaking aloud (Caplan & Waters, 1995b). Hanley and McDonnell argued that PS did not have access to his phonological code because he was unable to access both meanings of a homophone from seeing just one in print. Thus PS could not produce the phonological forms of words aloud correctly, and did not have access to an internal phonological representation of those words, yet he could still understand them when reading them. For example, he could give perfect definitions of printed words. In general, a review of the neuropsychological literature suggests that people can recognize words in the absence of phonology (Coltheart, 2004). Hence it is unlikely that phonological recoding is an obligatory component of visual word recognition (Rastle & Brysbaert, 2006).

How then can we explain the data showing phonological mediation? There are a number of alternative explanations. First, although phonological recoding prior to accessing meaning may not be obligatory, it might occur in some circumstances. Given there is a race between the lexical and sublexical routes in the dual-route model, if for some reason the lexical route is slow in producing an output, the sublexical route might have time to assemble a conflicting phonological representation. Second, there might be feedback from the speech production system to the semantic system, or the direct-access route causes inner speech that interferes with processing. Third, it is possible that lexical decision is based on phonological information (Rastle & Brysbaert, 2006).

Silent reading and inner speech

Although it seems unlikely that we have to access sound before meaning, we do routinely seem to access some sort of phonological code after accessing meaning in silent reading. Subjective evidence for this is the experience of “inner speech” while reading. Tongue-twisters such as (1) take longer to read silently than sentences where there is variation in the initial consonants (Haber & Haber, 1982). This suggests that we are accessing some sort of phonological code as we read.

(1) Boris burned the brown bread badly.

However, this inner speech cannot involve exactly the same processes as overt speech because
we can read silently much faster than we can read aloud (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989), and because overt articulation does not prohibit inner speech while reading. Furthermore, although most people who are profoundly deaf read very poorly, some read quite well (Conrad, 1972). Although this might suggest that eventual phonological coding is optional, it is likely that these deaf able readers are converting printed words into some sign language code (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). Evidence for this is that deaf people are troubled by the silent reading of word strings that correspond to hand-twisters (Treiman & Hirsh-Pasek, 1983). (Interestingly, deaf people also have some difficulty with signing phonological tongue-twisters, suggesting that difficulty can arise from lip-reading sounds.)

Hence, when we read we seem to access a phonological code that we experience as inner speech. That is, when we gain access to a word's representation in the lexicon, all its attributes become available. The activation of a phonological code is not confined to alphabetic languages. On-line experimental data using priming and semantic judgment tasks suggest that phonological information about ideographs is automatically activated in both Chinese (Perfetti & Zhang, 1991, 1995) and Japanese kanji (Wydell, Patterson, & Humphreys, 1993).

Inner speech seems to assist comprehension; if it is reduced, comprehension suffers for all but the easiest material (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). McCutchen and Perfetti (1982) argued that whichever route is used for lexical access in reading, at least part of the phonological code of each word is automatically accessed—in particular we access the sounds of beginnings of words. Although there is some debate about the precise nature of the phonological code and how much of it is activated, it does seem that silent reading necessarily generates some sort of phonological code (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). This information is used to assist comprehension, primarily by maintaining items in sequence in working memory.

The role of meaning in accessing sound

Phonological mediation means that we might access meaning via sound. Sometimes need to access the meaning before we can access a word's sound. Words such as “bow,” “row,” and “tear,” have two different pronunciations. This type of word is called a homograph. How do we select the appropriate pronunciation? Consider sentences (2) and (3):

(2) When his shoelace came loose, Vlad had to tie a bow.
(3) At the end of the play, Dirk went to the front of the stage to take a bow.

Clearly here we need to access the word’s meaning before we can select the appropriate pronunciation. Further evidence that semantics can affect reading is provided by a study by Strain, Patterson, and Seidenberg (1995). They showed that there is an effect of imageability on skilled reading such that there is a three-way interaction between frequency, imageability, and spelling consistency. People are particularly slow and make more errors when reading low-frequency exception words with abstract meanings (e.g., “scarce”). Although a subsequent study by Monaghan and Ellis (2002), suggests that this semantic effect might be at least in part the result of a confound with age-of-acquisition, as abstract low-frequency exception words tend to have late AOA, this interaction is still found when we control for AOA (Strain, Patterson, & Seidenberg, 2002). Hence, at least some of the time, we need to access a
word’s semantic representation before we can access its phonology.

**Does speed reading work?**

Occasionally you might notice advertisements in the press for techniques for improving your reading speed. The most famous of these techniques is known as “speed reading.” Proponents of speed reading claim that you can increase your reading speed from the average of 200–350 words a minute to 2000 words a minute or even faster, yet retain the same level of comprehension. Is this possible? Unfortunately, the preponderance of psychological research suggests not. As you increase your reading speed above the normal rate, comprehension declines. Just and Carpenter (1987) compared the understanding of speed readers and normal readers on an easy piece of text (an article from *Reader’s Digest*) and a difficult piece of text (an article from *Scientific American*). They found that normal readers scored 15% higher on comprehension measures than the speed readers across both passages. In fact, the speed readers performed only slightly better than a group of people who skimmed through the passages. The speed readers did as well as the normal readers on the general gist of the text, but were worse at details. In particular, speed readers could not answer questions when the answers were located in places where their eyes had not fixated.

Speed reading, then, is not as effective as normal reading. Eye movements are the key to why speed reading confers limited advantages (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). For a word to be processed properly, its image has to land close to the fovea and stay there for a sufficient length of time. Speed reading is nothing more than skimming through a piece of writing (Carver, 1972). This is not to say that readers obtain nothing from skimming: if you have sufficient prior information about the material, your level of comprehension can be quite good. If you speed read and then read normally, your overall level of comprehension and retention might be better than if you had just read the text normally. It is also a useful technique for preparing to read a book or article in a structured way (see Chapter 12). Finally, associated techniques such as relaxing before you start to read might well have beneficial effects on comprehension and retention.

**Evaluation of experiments on normal reading**

There are two major problems with a simple dual-route model. First, we have seen that there are lexical effects on reading nonwords, which should be read by a non-lexical route that is insensitive to lexical information. Second, there are effects of regularity of pronunciation on reading words, which should be read by a direct, lexical route that is insensitive to phonological recoding.

A race model fares better. Regularity effects arise when the direct and indirect routes produce an output at about the same time, so that conflict arises between the irregular pronunciation proposed by the lexical route and the regular pronunciation proposed by the sublexical route. However, it is not clear how a race model where the indirect route uses grapheme–phoneme conversion can explain lexical effects on reading nonwords. Neither is it clear how semantics can guide the operation of the direct route.

Skilled readers have a measure of attentional or strategic control over the lexical and sublexical routes such that they can attend selectively to lexical or sublexical information (Baluch & Besner, 1991; Monsell, Patterson, Graham, Hughes, & Milroy, 1992; Zevin & Balota, 2000). For example, Monsell et al. found that the composition of word lists affected naming performance. High-frequency exception words were pronounced faster when they were in pure blocks than when they were mixed with nonwords. Monsell et al. argued that this was because participants allocated more attention to lexical information when reading the pure blocks. Participants also made fewer regularization errors when the words were presented in pure blocks (when they can rely solely on lexical processing) than in mixed blocks (when the sublexical route has to be involved).

At first sight, then, this experiment suggests that in difficult circumstances people seem able to change their emphasis in reading from using lexical information to sublexical information.
However, Jared (1997a) argued that people need not change the extent to which they rely on sublexical information, but instead might be responding at different points in the processing of the stimuli. She argued that the faster pronunciation latencies found in Monsell et al.’s experiment in the exception-only condition could just be the result of a general increase in response speed, rather than a reduction in reliance on the non-lexical route.

However, there is further evidence for strategic effects in the choice of route when reading. Using a primed naming task, Zevin and Balota (2000) found that nonword primes produce a greater dependence on sublexical processing, but low-frequency exception word primes produce a greater dependence on lexical processing. Coltheart and Rastle (1994) suggested that lexical access is performed so quickly for high-frequency words that there is little scope for sublexical involvement, but with low-frequency words or in difficult conditions people can devote more attention to one route or the other.

THE NEUROPSYCHOLOGY OF ADULT READING DISORDERS: ACQUIRED DYSLEXIA

What can studies of people with brain damage tell us about reading? This section is concerned with disorders of processed written language. We must distinguish between acquired disorders (which, as a result of head trauma such as stroke, operation, or head injury, lead to disruption of processes that were functioning normally beforehand) and developmental disorders (which do not result from obvious trauma, and which disrupt the development of a particular function). Disorders of reading are called the dyslexias; disorders of writing are called the dysgraphias. Damage to the left hemisphere will generally result in dyslexia, but as the same sites are involved in speaking, dyslexia is often accompanied by impairments to spoken language processing.

We can distinguish central dyslexias, which involve central, high-level reading processes, from peripheral dyslexias, which involve lower level processes. Peripheral dyslexias include visual dyslexia, attentional dyslexia, letter-by-letter reading, and neglect dyslexia, all of which disrupt the extraction of visual information from the page. As our focus is on understanding the central reading process, we will limit discussion here to the central dyslexias. In addition, we will only look at acquired disorders in this section, and defer discussion of developmental dyslexia until our examination of learning to read.

If the dual-route model of reading is correct, then we should expect to find a double dissociation of the two reading routes. That is, we should find some patients have damage to the lexical route but can still read by the non-lexical route only, whereas we should be able to find other patients who have damage to the non-lexical route but can read by the lexical route only. The existence of a double dissociation is a strong prediction of the dual-route model, and a real challenge to any single-route model.

Surface dyslexia

People with surface dyslexia have a selective impairment in the ability to read irregular (exception) words. Hence they would have difficulty with “steak” compared with a similar regular relative word such as “speak.” Marshall and Newcombe (1973) and Shallice and Warrington (1980) described some early case histories. Surface dyslexics often make over-regularization errors when trying to read irregular words aloud. For example, they pronounce “broad” as “brode,” “steak” as

**KEY TERMS**

- **Acquired disorders**: a disorder caused by brain damage is acquired if it affects an ability that was previously intact (contrasted with developmental disorder).
- **Developmental disorders**: a disorder where the normal development or acquisition of a process (e.g., reading) is affected.
- **Dyslexias**: disorder of reading.
- **Surface dyslexia**: a type of dyslexia where the person has difficulty with exception words.
“steek,” and “island” as “eyesland.” On the other hand, their ability to read regular words and nonwords is intact. In terms of the dual-route model, the most obvious explanation of surface dyslexia is that these patients can only read via the indirect, non-lexical route: that is, it is an impairment of the lexical (direct access) processing route. The comprehension of word meaning is intact in these patients. They still know what an “island” is, even if they cannot read the word, and they can still understand it if you say the word to them.

The effects of brain damage are rarely localized to highly specific systems, and, in practice, patients do not show such clear-cut behavior as the ideal of totally preserved regular word and nonword reading, and the total loss of irregular words. The clearest case yet reported is that of a patient referred to as MP (Bub, Cancelliere, & Kertesz, 1985). She showed completely normal accuracy in reading nonwords, and hence her non-lexical route was totally preserved. She was not the best possible case of surface dyslexia, however, because she could read some irregular words (with an accuracy of 85% on high-frequency items, and 40% on low-frequency exception words). This means that her lexical route must have been partially intact. The pure cases are rarely found. Other patients show considerably less clear-cut reading than this, with even better performance on irregular words, and some deficit in reading regular words.

If patients were reading through a non-lexical route, we would not expect lexical variables to affect the likelihood of reading success. Kremin (1985) found no effect of word frequency, part of speech (noun versus adjective versus verb), or whether or not it is easy to form a mental image of what is referred to (called imageability), on the likelihood of reading success. Although patients such as MP, from Bub et al. (1985), show a clear frequency effect in that they make few regularizations of high-frequency words, other patients, such as HTR, from Shallice, Warrington, and McCarthy (1983) do not. Patients also make homophone confusions (such as reading “pane” as “to cause distress”).

Surface dyslexia may not be a unitary category. Shallice and McCarthy (1985) distinguished between Type I and Type II surface dyslexia. Patients of both types are poor at reading exception words. The more pure cases, known as Type I patients, are highly accurate at naming regular words and pseudowords. Other patients, known as Type II, also show some impairment at reading regular words and pseudowords. The reading performance of Type II patients may be affected by lexical variables such that they are better at reading high-frequency, high-imageability words, better at reading nouns than adjectives and at reading adjectives than verbs, and better at reading short words than long. Type II patients must have an additional, moderate impairment to the non-lexical route, but the dual-route model can nevertheless still explain this pattern.

Phonological dyslexia

People with phonological dyslexia have a selective impairment in the ability to read pronounceable nonwords, called pseudowords (such as “sleeb”), while their ability to read matched words (e.g., “sleep”) is preserved. Phonological dyslexia was first described by Shallice and Warrington (1975, 1980), Patterson (1980), and Beauvois and Derouesné (1979). Phonological dyslexics find irregular words no harder to read than regular ones. These symptoms suggest that these patients can only read using the lexical route, and therefore that phonological dyslexia is an impairment of the non-lexical (GPC) processing route. As with surface dyslexia, the “perfect patient,” who in this case would be able to read all words but no nonwords, has yet to be discovered. The clearest case yet reported is that of patient WB (Funnell, 1983), who could not read nonwords at all; hence the non-lexical GPC route must have been
completely abolished. He was not the most extreme case possible of phonological dyslexia, however, because there was also an impairment to his lexical route; his performance was about 85% correct on words.

For those patients who can pronounce some nonwords, nonword reading is improved if the nonwords are pseudohomophones (such as “nite” for “night,” or “brane” for “brain”). Those patients who also have difficulty in reading words have particular difficulty in reading the function words that do the grammatical work of the language. Low-frequency, low-imageability words are also poorly read, although neither frequency nor imageability seems to have any overwhelming role in itself. These patients also have difficulty in reading morphologically complex words—those that have syntactic modifications called inflections. They sometimes make what are called deriva
tional errors on these words, where they read a word as a grammatical relative of the target, such as reading “performing” as “performance.” Finally, they also make visual errors, in which a word is read as another with a similar visual appearance, such as reading “perform” as “perfume.”

There are different types of phonological dyslexia. Derouesné and Beauvois (1979) suggested that phonological dyslexia can result from disruption of either orthographic or phonological processing. Some patients are worse at reading graphemically complex nonwords (e.g., CAU, where a phoneme is represented by two letters; hence this nonword requires more graphemic parsing) than graphemically simple nonwords (e.g., IKO, where there is a one-to-one mapping between letters and graphemes), but show no advantage for pseudohomophones. These patients suffer from a disruption of graphemic parsing. Another group of patients are better at reading pseudohomophones than non-pseudohomophones, but show no effect of orthographic complexity. These patients suffer from a disruption of phonological processing. Friedman (1995) distinguished between phonological dyslexia arising from an impairment of orthographic-to-phonological processing (characterized by relatively poor function word reading but good nonword repetition) from that arising from an impairment of general phonological processing (characterized by the reverse pattern).

Following this, a three-stage model of sublexical processing has emerged (Beauvois & Derouesné, 1979; Coltheart, 1985; Friedman, 1995). First, a graphemic analysis stage parses the letter string into graphemes. Second, a print-to-sound conversion stage assigns phonemes to graphemes. Third, in the phonemic blending stage the sounds are assembled into a phonological representation. There are patients whose behavior can best be explained in terms of disruption of each of these stages (Lesch & Martin, 1998). MS (Newcombe & Marshall, 1985) suffered from disruption to graphemic analysis. Patients with disrupted graphemic analysis find nonwords in which each grapheme is represented by a single letter easier to read than nonwords with multiple correspondences. WB (Funnell, 1983) suffered from disruption in the print-to-sound conversion stage; here nonword repetition is intact. ML (Lesch & Martin, 1998) was a phonological dyslexic who could carry out tasks of phonological assembly on syllables, but not on sub-syllabic units (onsets, bodies, and phonemes). MV (Bub, Black, Howell, & Kertesz, 1987) suffered from disruption to the phonemic stage.

Why do some people with phonological dyslexia have difficulty reading function words? One possibility is that function words are difficult because they are so abstract (Friedman, 1995). However, patient MC (Druks & Froud, 2002) had great difficulty in reading nonwords, morpho
cologically complex words, and function words in isolation. Crucially he could read highly abstract content words, so it cannot be the abstractness of the function words that caused his problems. Nevertheless, he could understand the meaning of function words that he could not read, and his deficit was confined to reading single words. His reading of function words in continuous text was much better. It is likely that MC at least has a problem with syntactic processing such that when producing words in isolation he is unable to access syntactic information.

People with phonological dyslexia show complex phonological problems that have nothing to do with orthography. Indeed, it has been
proposed that phonological dyslexia is a consequence of a general problem with phonological processing (Farah, Stowe, & Levinson, 1996; Harm & Seidenberg, 2001; Patterson, Suzuki, & Wydel, 1996). If phonological dyslexia arises solely because of problems with ability to translate orthography into phonology, then there must be brain tissue dedicated to this task. This implies that this brain tissue becomes dedicated by school-age learning, which is an unappealing prospect. The alternative view is that phonological dyslexia is just one aspect of a general impairment of phonological processing. This impairment will normally be manifested in performance on non-reading tasks such as rhyming, nonword writing, phonological short-term memory, nonword repetition, and tasks of phonological synthesis ("what does ‘c – a – t spell out?’) and phonological awareness ("what word is left if you take the ‘p’ sound out of “spoon”?). This proposal also explains why pseudohomophones are read better than non-pseudohomophones. An important piece of evidence in favor of this hypothesis is that phonological dyslexia is never observed in the absence of a more general phonological deficit (but see Coltheart, 1996, for a dissenting view). A general phonological deficit makes it difficult to assemble pronunciations for nonwords. Words are spared much of this difficulty because of support from other words and top-down support from their semantic representations. Repeating words and nonwords is facilitated by support from auditory representations, so some phonological dyslexics can still repeat some nonwords. However, if the repetition task is made more difficult so that patients can no longer gain support from the auditory representations, repetition performance declines markedly (Farah et al., 1996). This idea that phonological dyslexia is caused by a general phonological deficit is central to the connectionist account of dyslexia, discussed later.

Deep dyslexia

At first sight, surface and phonological dyslexia appear to exhaust the possibilities of the consequences of damage to the dual-route model. There is, however, another even more surprising type of dyslexia called deep dyslexia. Marshall and Newcombe (1966, 1973) first described deep dyslexia in two patients, GR and KU, although it is now recognized that the syndrome had been observed in patients before this (Marshall & Newcombe, 1980). In many respects deep dyslexia resembles phonological dyslexia. Patients have great difficulty in reading nonwords, and considerable difficulty in reading the grammatical, function words. Like phonological dyslexics, they make visual and derivational errors. However, the defining characteristic of deep dyslexia is the presence of semantic reading errors or semantic paralexias, when people produce a word related in meaning to the target instead of the target, as in examples (4) to (7):

(4) DAUGHTER “sister”
(5) PRAY “chapel”
(6) ROSE “flower”
(7) KILL “hate”

The imageability of a word is an important determinant of the probability of reading success in deep dyslexia. The easier it is to form a mental image of a word, the easier it is to read. Note that just an imageability effect in reading does not mean that patients with deep dyslexia are better at all tasks involving more concrete words. Indeed, Newton and Barry (1997) described a patient (LW) who was much better at reading high-frequency concrete words than abstract words, but who showed no impairment in comprehending those same abstract words.

Coltheart (1980) listed 12 symptoms commonly shown by deep dyslexics: They make semantic errors, they make visual errors, they substitute incorrect function words for the target, they make derivational errors, they can’t pronounce nonwords, they show an imageability effect, they

**KEY TERMS**

Deep dyslexia: disorder of reading characterized by semantic reading errors.
Semantic paralexias: a reading error based on a word’s meaning.
find nouns easier to read than adjectives, they find adjectives easier to read than verbs, they find function words more difficult to read than content words, their writing is impaired, their auditory short-term memory is impaired, and their reading ability depends on the context of a word (e.g., FLY is easier to read when it is a noun in a sentence than a verb).

There has been some debate about the extent to which deep dyslexia is a syndrome (a syndrome is a group of symptoms that cluster together). Coltheart (1980) argued that the clustering of symptoms is meaningful, in that they suggest a single underlying cause. However, although these symptoms tend to occur in many patients, they do not apparently necessarily do so. For example, AR (Warrington & Shallice, 1979) did not show concreteness and content word effects and had intact writing and auditory short-term memory. A few patients make semantic errors but very few visual errors (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990). Such patients suggest that it is unlikely that there is a single underlying deficit. Like phonological dyslexics, deep dyslexics obviously have some difficulty in obtaining non-lexical access to phonology via grapheme–phoneme recoding, but they also have some disorder of the semantic system. We nevertheless have to explain why these symptoms are so often associated. One possibility is that the different symptoms of deep dyslexia arise because of an arbitrary feature of brain anatomy: Different but nearby parts of the brain control processes such as writing and auditory short-term memory, so that damage to one is often associated with damage to another. As we will see, a more satisfying account is provided by connectionist modeling.

Shallice (1988) argued that there are three subtypes of deep dyslexia that vary in the precise impairments involved. Input deep dyslexics have difficulties in reaching the exact semantic representations of words in reading. In these patients, auditory comprehension is superior to reading. Central deep dyslexics have a severe auditory comprehension deficit in addition to their reading difficulties. Output deep dyslexics can process words up to their semantic representations, but then have difficulty producing the appropriate phonological output. In practice it can be difficult to assign particular patients to these subtypes, and it is not clear what precise impairment of the reading systems is necessary to produce each subtype (Newton & Barry, 1997).

The right-hemisphere hypothesis

Does deep dyslexia reflect attempts by a greatly damaged system to read normally, as has been argued by Morton and Patterson (1980), among others? Or does it instead reflect the operation of an otherwise normally suppressed system coming through? Perhaps deep dyslexics do not always use the left hemisphere for reading. Instead, people with deep dyslexia might use a reading system based in the right hemisphere that is normally suppressed (Coltheart, 1980; Saffran, Bogyo, Schwartz, & Marin, 1980; Zaidel & Peters, 1981). This right-hemisphere hypothesis is supported by the observation that the more of the left hemisphere that is damaged, the more severe the deep dyslexia observed (Jones & Martin, 1985; but see Marshall & Patterson, 1985). Furthermore, the reading performance of deep dyslexics resembles that of split-brain patients when words are presented to the left visual field, and therefore to the right hemisphere. Under such conditions they also make semantic paralexias, and have an advantage for concrete words. Finally, Patterson, Vargha-Khadem, and Polkey (1989) described the case of a patient called NI, a 17-year-old girl who had had her left hemisphere removed for the treatment of severe epilepsy. After recovery she retained some reading ability, but her performance resembled that of deep dyslexics.

In spite of these points in its favor, the right-hemisphere reading hypothesis has never won wide acceptance. In part this is because the hypothesis is considered a negative one, in that if it were correct, deep dyslexia would tell us nothing about normal reading. In addition, people with deep dyslexia read much better than split-brain patients who are forced to rely on the right hemisphere for reading. The right-hemisphere advantage for concrete words is rarely found, and the imageability of the target words used in these experiments might have been confounded with
length (Ellis & Young, 1988; Patterson & Besner, 1984). Finally, Roeltgen (1987) described a patient who suffered from deep dyslexia as a result of a stroke in the left hemisphere. He later suffered from a second left hemisphere stroke, which had the effect of destroying his residual reading ability. If the deep dyslexia had been a consequence of right hemisphere reading, it should not have been affected by the second stroke in the left hemisphere.

Summary of research on deep dyslexia

There has been debate as to whether the term “deep dyslexia” is a meaningful label. The crucial issue is whether or not its symptoms must necessarily co-occur because they have the same underlying cause. Are semantic paralexias always found associated with impaired nonword reading? So far they seem to be; in all reported cases semantic paralexias have been associated with all the other symptoms. How then can deep dyslexia be explained by one underlying disorder? In terms of the dual-route model, there would need to be damage to both the semantic system (to explain the semantic paralexias and the imageability effects) and the non-lexical route (to explain the difficulties with nonwords). We would also then have to specify that for some reason damage to the first is always associated with damage to the second (e.g., because of an anatomical accident that the neural tissue supporting both processes is in adjoining parts of the brain). This is inelegant. As we shall see, connectionist models have cast valuable light on this question. A second issue is whether we can make inferences from deep dyslexia about the processes of normal reading, as we can for the other types of acquired dyslexia. We have seen that the dual-route model readily explains surface and phonological dyslexia, and that their occurrence is as expected if we were to lesion that model by removing one of the routes. Hence it is reasonable to make inferences about normal reading on the basis of data from such patients. There is some doubt, however, as to whether we are entitled to do this in the case of deep dyslexia; if the right-hemisphere hypothesis were correct, deep dyslexia would tell us little about normal reading. The balance of evidence is at present that deep dyslexia does not reflect right-hemisphere reading, but does reflect reading by a greatly damaged left hemisphere. Deep dyslexia suggests that normally we can in some way read through meaning; that is, we use the semantic representation of a word to obtain its phonology. This supports our earlier observation that with homographs (e.g., “bow”) we use the meaning to select the appropriate pronunciation.

Non-semantic reading

Schwartz, Marin, and Saffran (1979), and Schwartz, Saffran, and Marin (1980a) described WLP, an elderly patient suffering from progressive dementia. WLP had a greatly impaired ability to retrieve the meaning of written words; for example, she was unable to match written animal names to pictures. She could read those words out aloud almost perfectly, getting 18 out of 20 correct and making only minor errors, even on low-frequency words. She could also read irregular words and nonwords. In summary, WLP could read words without any comprehension of their meaning. Coslett (1991) described a patient, WT, who was virtually unable to read nonwords, suggesting an impairment of the indirect route of the dual-route model, but who was able to read irregular words quite proficiently, even though she could not understand those words. These case studies suggest that we must have a direct access route from orthography to phonology that does not go through semantics.

Summary of the interpretation of the acquired dyslexias

We have looked at four main types of adult central dyslexia: surface, phonological, deep, and non-semantic reading. We have seen how a dual-route model explains surface dyslexia as an impairment of the lexical, direct access route, and explains phonological dyslexia as an impairment of the non-lexical, phonological recoding route. The existence of non-semantic reading suggest that the simple dual-route model needs refinement. In
Acquired dyslexia in other languages

Languages such as Italian, Spanish, or Serbo-Croat, which have totally transparent or shallow alphabetic orthographies—that is, where every grapheme is in a one-to-one relation with a phoneme—can show phonological and deep dyslexia, but not surface dyslexia, defined as an inability to read exception words (Patterson, Marshall, & Coltheart, 1985a, 1985b). However, we can find the symptoms that can co-occur with an impairment of exception word reading, such as homophone confusions, in the languages that permit them (Masterson, Coltheart, & Meara, 1985).

Whereas languages such as English have a single, alphabetic script, Japanese has two different scripts, kana and kanji (see Coltheart, 1980; Sasanuma, 1980). Kana is a syllabic script, and kanji is a logographic or ideographic script. Therefore words in kanji convey no information on how a word should be pronounced. While kana allows sublexical processing, kanji must be accessed through a direct, lexical route. The right hemisphere is better at dealing with kanji, and the left hemisphere is better at reading kana (Coltheart, 1980). Reading of briefly presented kana words is more accurate when they are presented to the right visual field (left hemisphere), but reading of kanji words is better when they are presented to the left visual field (right hemisphere). The analog of surface dyslexia is found in patients where there is a selective impairment of reading kanji, but the reading of kana is preserved. The analog of phonological dyslexia is an ability to read both kana and kanji, but a difficulty in reading Japanese nonwords. The analog of deep dyslexia is a selective impairment of reading kana, while the reading of kanji is preserved. For example, patient TY could read words in both kanji and kana almost perfectly, but she had great difficulty with nonwords constructed from kana words (Sasanuma, Ito, Patterson, & Ito, 1996).

Chinese is an ideographic language. Butterworth and Wengang (1991) reported evidence of two routes in reading in Chinese. Ideographs can be read aloud either through a route that associates the symbol with its complete pronunciation, or through one that uses parts of the symbol.
First, there are lexical effects for nonwords and regularity effects for words, and therefore reading cannot be a simple case of automatic grapheme-to-phoneme conversion for nonwords, and automatic direct access for all words. Single-route models, on the other hand, appear to provide no account of nonword pronunciation, and it remains to be demonstrated how neighborhood effects affect a word’s pronunciation. Second, any model must also be able to account for the pattern of dissociations found in dyslexia. While surface and phonological dyslexia indicate that two reading mechanisms are necessary, other disorders suggest that these alone will not suffice. At first sight it is not obvious how a single-route model could explain these dissociations at all.

Theorists have taken two different approaches depending on their starting point. One possibility is to refine the dual-route model. Another is to show how word-neighborhoods can affect pronunciation, and how pseudowords can be pronounced in a single-route model. This led to the development of analogy models. More recently, a connectionist model of reading has been developed that takes the single-route, analogy-based approach to the limit.

The revised dual-route model

We can save the dual-route model by making it more complex. Morton and Patterson (1980) and Patterson and Morton (1985) described a three-route model (see Figure 7.3). First, there is a non-lexical route for assembling pronunciations from sublexical grapheme–phoneme conversion. The non-lexical route now consists of two sub-systems. A standard grapheme–phoneme conversion mechanism is supplemented with a body subsystem that makes use of information about correspondences between orthographic and phonological rimes. This is needed to explain lexical effects on nonword pronunciation. Second, the direct route is split into a semantic and a non-semantic direct route.

The three-route model accounts for the data as follows. The lexical effects on nonwords and regularity effects on words are explained by cross-talk between the lexical and non-lexical routes. Two
types of interaction are possible: interference during retrieval, and conflict in resolving multiple phonological forms after retrieval. The two subsystems of the non-lexical route also give the model greater power. Surface dyslexia is the loss of the ability to make direct contact with the orthographic lexicon, and phonological dyslexia is the loss of the indirect route. Non-semantic reading is a loss of the lexical-semantic route. Deep dyslexia remains rather mysterious. First, we have to argue that these patients can only read through the lexical-semantic route. While accounting for the symptoms that resemble phonological dyslexia, it still does not explain the semantic paralexias. One possibility is that this route is used normally, but not always successfully, and that it needs additional information (such as from the non-lexical and non-semantic direct route) to succeed. So when this information is no longer available it functions imperfectly. It gets us to the right semantic area, but not necessarily to the exact item, hence giving paralexias. This additional assumption seems somewhat arbitrary. An alternative idea is that paralexias are the result of additional damage to the semantic system itself. Hence a complex pattern of impairments is still necessary to explain deep dyslexia, and there is no reason to suggest that these are not dissociable.

Multi-route models are becoming increasingly complicated as we find out more about the reading process (for example, see Carr & Pollatsek, 1985). Another idea is that multiple levels of spelling-to-sound correspondences combine in determining the pronunciation of a word. In Norris’s (1994a) multiple-levels model, different levels of spelling-to-sound information, including phoneme, rime (the final part of the word giving rise to the words with which it rhymes, e.g., “eak” in “speak”), and word-level correspondences, combine in an interactive activation network to determine the final pronunciation of a word. Such an approach develops earlier models that make use of knowledge at multiple levels, such as Brown (1987), Patterson and Morton (1985), and Shallice, Warrington, and McCarthy (1983).

The most recent version of the dual-route model is the dual-route cascaded, or DRC, model (Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993; Coltheart & Rastle, 1994; Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001). This is a computational model based on the architecture of the dual-route model—although it is in fact misleadingly
so called, as it is really based on the three-route model, with a non-lexical grapheme–phoneme rule system and a lexical system, which in turn is divided into one route that passes through the semantic system and a non-semantic route that does not. The model makes use of cascaded processing, in that as soon as there is any activation at the letter level, activation is passed on to the word level. The computational model can simulate performance on both lexical decision and naming tasks, showing appropriate effects of frequency, regularity, pseudohomophones, neighborhood, and priming. Regularity is now a central motivation of the model; words are either regular, or they are not. Irregular words take longer to pronounce than regular ones because the lexical and non-lexical routes produce conflicting pronunciations. The model accounts for surface dyslexia by making entries in the orthographic lexicon less available, and for phonological dyslexia by damaging the grapheme–phoneme conversion route. There is not uniform agreement that it is necessary to divide the direct route into two. In the summation model (Hillis & Caramazza, 1991b; Howard & Franklin, 1988), the only direct route is reading through semantics. How does this model account for non-semantic reading? The idea is that access to the semantic system is not completely obliterated. Activation from the sublexical route combines (or is “summated”) with activation trickling down from the damaged direct semantic route to ensure the correct pronunciation.

It is difficult to distinguish between these variants of the original dual-route model, although the three-route version provides the more explicit account of the dissociations observed in dyslexia. There is also some evidence against the summation hypothesis. EP (Funnell, 1996) could read irregular words that she could not name, and priming the name with the initial letter did not help her naming, contrary to the prediction of the summation hypothesis. Many aspects of the dual-route model have been subsumed by the triangle model that serves as the basis of connectionist models of reading. The situation is complicated even more by the apparent co-occurrence of the loss of particular word meanings in dementia and surface dyslexia (see later).

The analogy model

The analogy model arose in the late 1970s when the extent of lexical effects on nonword reading and differences between words became apparent (Glushko, 1979; Henderson, 1982; Kay & Marcel, 1981; Marcel, 1980). It is a form of single-route model that provides an explicit mechanism for how we pronounce nonwords. It proposes that we pronounce nonwords and new words by analogy with other words. When a word (or nonword) is presented, it activates its neighbors, and these all influence its pronunciation. For example, “gang” activates “hang,” “rang,” “sang,” and “bang”; these are all consistent with the regular pronunciation of “gang,” and hence assembling a pronunciation is straightforward. When presented with “base,” however, “case” and “vase” are activated; these conflict and hence the assembly of a pronunciation is slowed down until the conflict is resolved. A nonword such as “taze” is pronounced by analogy with the consistent set of similar words (“mazé,” “gaze,” “daze”). A nonword such as “mave” activates “gave,” “rove,” and “save,” but it also activates the conflicting enemy “have,” which hence slows down pronunciation of “mave.” In order to name by analogy, you have to find candidate words containing appropriate orthographic segments (like “-ave”); obtain the phonological representation of the segments; and assemble the complete phonology (“m + ave”).

Although attractive in the way they deal with regularity and neighborhood effects, early versions of analogy models suffered from a number of problems. First, the models did not make clear how the input is segmented in an appropriate way. Second, the models make incorrect predictions about how some nonwords should be pronounced. Particularly troublesome are nonwords based on gangs; “pook” should be pronounced by analogy with the great preponderance of the gang comprising “book,” “hook,” “look,” and “rook,” yet it is given the “hero” pronunciation (see Table 7.1)—which is in accordance with grapheme–phoneme correspondence rules—nearly 75% of the time (Kay, 1985). Analogy theory also appears to make incorrect predictions about how long it takes us to...
to make regularization errors (Patterson & Morton, 1985). Finally, it is not clear how analogy models account for the dissociations found in acquired dyslexia. Nevertheless, in some ways the analogy model was a precursor of connectionist models of reading.

**Connectionist models**

The original Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) model evolved in response to criticisms that I will examine after describing the original model.

*Seidenberg and McClelland (1989)*’s model of reading

The Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) model (often abbreviated to SM) shares many features with the interactive activation model of letter recognition discussed in Chapter 6. The SM model provides an account of how readers recognize letter strings as words and pronounce them. This first model simulated one route of a more general model of lexical processing (see Figure 7.4).

**FIGURE 7.4**

Seidenberg and McClelland’s (1989) “triangle model” of word recognition. Implemented pathways are shown in bold. Reproduced with permission from Harm and Seidenberg (2001).

Reading and speech involve three types of code: orthographic, meaning, and phonological. These are connected with feedback connections. The shape of the model has given it the name of the Triangle Model. As in the revised dual-route model, there is a route from orthography to phonology by way of semantics. The key feature of the model is that there is only one other route from orthography to phonology; there is no route involving grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules.

Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) just simulated the orthographic-to-phonology part of the overall triangle model. The model has three levels, each containing many simple units. These are the input, hidden, and output layers (see Figure 7.5). Each of the units in these layers has an activation level, and each unit is connected to all the units in the next level by a weighted connection, which can be either excitatory or inhibitory. An important characteristic of this type of model is that the weights on these connections are not set by the modelers, but are learned. This network learns to associate a phonological output with an orthographic input by being given repeated exposure to word-pronunciation pairs. It learns using an algorithm called back-propagation. This involves slowly reducing the discrepancy between the desired and actual outputs of the network by changing the weights on the connections. (See the Appendix for more information.)

Seidenberg and McClelland used 400 units to code orthographic information for input and 460 units to code phonological information for output, mediated by 200 hidden units. Phonemes and graphemes were encoded as a set of triples, so that each grapheme or phoneme was specified with its flanking grapheme or phoneme. This is
needed to minimize the differences between the desired and actual outputs.

After training, the network was tested by presenting letter strings and computing the orthographic and phonological error scores. The error score is a measure of the average difference between the actual and desired output of each of the output units, across all patterns. Phonological error scores were generated by applying input to the orthographic units, and measured by the output of the phonological units; they were interpreted as reflecting performance on a naming task. Orthographic error scores were generated by comparing the pattern of activation input to the orthographic units with the pattern produced through feedback from the hidden units, and were interpreted as a measure reflecting the performance of the model in a lexical decision task. Orthographic error scores are therefore a measure of orthographic familiarity.

Seidenberg and McClelland showed that the model fitted human data on a wide range of inputs. For example, regular words (such as “gave”) were pronounced faster than exception words (such as “have”).

Note that the Seidenberg and McClelland model uses a single mechanism to read nonwords and exception words. There is only one set of hidden units, and only one process is used to name regular, exception, and novel items. As the model uses a distributed representation, there is no one-to-one correspondence between hidden units and lexical items; each word is represented by a pattern of activation over the hidden units. According to this model, lexical memory does not consist of entries for individual words. Orthographic a common trick to represent position-specificity (Wickelgren, 1969). For example, the word “have” was represented by the triples “#ha,” “hav,” “ave,” “ve#,” with “#” representing a blank space. A non-local representation was used: The graphemic representations were encoded as a pattern of activation across the orthographic units rather than corresponding directly to particular graphemes. Each phoneme triple was encoded as a pattern of activation distributed over a set of units representing phonetic features—a representation known as a Wickelfeature. The underlying architecture was not a simple feed-forward one, in that the hidden units fed back to the orthographic units, mimicking top-down word-to-letter connections in the IAC model of word recognition. However, there was no feedback from the phonological to the hidden units, so phonological representations could not directly influence the processing of orthographic-level representations.

The training corpus comprised all 2897 uninfluenced monosyllabic words of at least three or more letters in the English language present in the Kucera and Francis (1967) word corpus. Each trial consisted of the presentation of a letter string that was converted into the appropriate pattern of activation over the orthographic units. This in turn fed forward to the phonological units by way of the hidden units. In the training phase, words were presented a number of times with a probability proportional to the logarithm of their frequency. This means that the ease with which a word is learned by the network, and the effect it has on similar words, depends to some extent on its frequency. About 150,000 learning trials were needed to minimize the differences between the desired and actual outputs.

After training, the network was tested by presenting letter strings and computing the orthographic and phonological error scores. The error score is a measure of the average difference between the actual and desired output of each of the output units, across all patterns. Phonological error scores were generated by applying input to the orthographic units, and measured by the output of the phonological units; they were interpreted as reflecting performance on a naming task. Orthographic error scores were generated by comparing the pattern of activation input to the orthographic units with the pattern produced through feedback from the hidden units, and were interpreted as a measure reflecting the performance of the model in a lexical decision task. Orthographic error scores are therefore a measure of orthographic familiarity. Seidenberg and McClelland showed that the model fitted human data on a wide range of inputs. For example, regular words (such as “gave”) were pronounced faster than exception words (such as “have”).

Note that the Seidenberg and McClelland model uses a single mechanism to read nonwords and exception words. There is only one set of hidden units, and only one process is used to name regular, exception, and novel items. As the model uses a distributed representation, there is no one-to-one correspondence between hidden units and lexical items; each word is represented by a pattern of activation over the hidden units. According to this model, lexical memory does not consist of entries for individual words. Orthographic
neighbors do not influence the pronunciation of a word directly at the time of processing; instead, regularity effects in pronunciation derive from statistical regularities in the words of the training corpus—all the words we have learned—as implemented in the weights of connections in the simulation. Lexical processing therefore involves the activation of information, and is not an all-or-none event.

Evaluation of the original SM model

Coltheart et al. (1993) criticized important aspects of the Seidenberg and McClelland (SM) model. They formulated six questions about reading that any account of reading must answer:

- How do skilled readers read exception words aloud?
- How do skilled readers read nonwords aloud?
- How do participants make visual lexical decision judgments?
- How does surface dyslexia arise?
- How does phonological dyslexia arise?
- How does developmental dyslexia arise?

Coltheart et al. then argued that Seidenberg and McClelland’s model only answered the first of these questions.

Besner, Twilley, McCann, and Seergobin (1990) provided a detailed critique of the Seidenberg and McClelland model, although a reply by Seidenberg and McClelland (1990) answered some of these points. First, Besner et al. argued that in a sense the model still possesses a lexicon, where instead of a word corresponding to a unit, it corresponds to a pattern of activation. Second, they pointed out that the model “reads” nonwords rather poorly—certainly much less well than a skilled reader. In particular, it only produced the “correct,” regular pronunciation of a nonword under 70% of the time. This contrasts with the model’s excellent performance on its original training set. Hence the model’s performance on nonwords is impaired from the beginning. In reply, Seidenberg and McClelland (1990) pointed out that their model was trained on only 2987 words, as opposed to the 30,000 words that people know, and that this may be responsible for the difference. Hence the model simulates the direct lexical route rather better than it simulates the indirect grapheme–phoneme route. Therefore any disruption of the model will give a better account of disruption to the direct route—that is, of surface dyslexia. The model’s account of lexical decision is inadequate in that it makes far too many errors—in particular it accepts too many nonwords as words (Besner et al., 1990; Fera & Besner, 1992). The model did not perform as well as people do on nonwords, in particular on nonwords that contain unusual spelling patterns (e.g., JINJE, FAIJE). In addition, the model’s account of surface dyslexia was problematic and its account of phonological dyslexia non-existent.

Forster (1994) evaluated the assumptions behind connectionist modeling of visual word recognition. He made the point that showing that a network model can successfully learn to perform a complex task such as reading does not mean that that is the way humans actually do it. Finally, Norris (1994b) argued that a major stumbling block for the Seidenberg and McClelland model was that it could not account for the ability of readers to shift strategically between reliance on lexical and sublexical information.

The revised connectionist model: PMSP

A revised connectionist model performs much better at pronouncing nonwords and at lexical decision than the original (Plaut, 1997; Plaut & McClelland, 1993; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; Seidenberg, Petersen, MacDonald, & Plaut, 1996; Seidenberg, Plaut, Petersen, McClelland, & McRae, 1994). The model, called PMSP for short, used more realistic input and output representations. Phonological representations were based on phonemes with phonotactic constraints (that constrain which sounds occur together in the language), and orthographic representations were based on graphemes with graphotactic constraints (that constrain which letters occur together in the language). The original SM model performed badly on nonwords because Wickelfeatures disperse spelling–sound regularities. For example, in GAVE, the A is
represented in the context of G and V, and has nothing in common with the A in SAVE (represented in the context of S and V). In the revised PMSP model, letters and phonemes activate the same units irrespective of context. A mathematical analysis showed that a response to a letter string input is a function that depends positively on the frequency of exposure to the pattern, positively to the sum of the frequencies of its friends, and negatively to the sum of the frequencies of its enemies. The response to a letter string is non-linear, in that there are diminishing returns: For example, regular words are so good they gain little extra benefit from frequency. This explains the interaction we observe between word consistency and frequency. As we shall see, the revised model also gives a much better account of dyslexia.

Accessing semantics

Of course the goal of reading is to access the meaning of words. The PSMP model simulates the orthography–phonology side of the triangle. Clearly, according to the model, we can access semantics either directly (OS: orthography–semantics) or indirectly (OPS: orthography–phonology–semantics—what we have also called phonological mediation). Hence there is a division of labor between the two routes. Harm and Seidenberg (2004) model the access of semantics. In the full model, all parts of the system operate simultaneously and contribute to the activation of meaning. The Harm and Seidenberg model is a complete implementation of the triangle model. It is trained to produce the correct pattern of activation across a set of semantic features given an orthographic input. In the first phase, the model is trained for a while on the phonology–semantics side of the triangle, to simulate the knowledge of young children who cannot yet read, but who know what words mean. These weights were then frozen. In the second phase, the orthography–phonology and orthography–semantics sides of the triangle were then trained.

How does the trained model perform? Perhaps not surprisingly, in simulations resembling the skilled reader in normal conditions, the OS route is normally faster, with the OPS route lagging somewhat behind. Nevertheless, analysis of how activation of the input determines activation of the output shows that activation of the semantic system is driven by both pathways. Even if the OPS path is slower, it still always contributes to the final output. In addition, because of interactivity in the system, activation of the semantic system activates corresponding phonological representations, which in turn affect the semantic system. Simulations show that the relative contributions of the two pathways (OS and OPS) are modulated by a number of factors, including skill (phonological information is more important early on in training, corresponding to less skilled readers) and word frequency (for high-frequency words the OS pathway is more efficient). The model also simulates the response times of Van Orden (1987), where people are slow to say “no” to “Is it a flower? ROWS.”

Connectionist models of dyslexia

Over the last few years connectionist modeling has contributed to our understanding of deep and surface dyslexia.

Modeling surface dyslexia

Patterson, Seidenberg, and McClelland (1989) artificially damaged or “lesioned” the Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) network after the learning phase by destroying hidden units or connection weights, and then observed the behavior of the model. Its performance resembled the reading of a surface dyslexic. Patterson et al. (1989) explored three main types of lesion: damage to the connections between the orthographic input and hidden units (called early weights); damage to the connections between the hidden and output (phonological) units (called late weights), and damage to the hidden units themselves. Damage was inflicted by probabilistically resetting a proportion of the weights or units to zero. The greater the amount of damage being simulated, the higher the proportion of weights that was changed. The consequences were measured in two ways. First, the damage was measured by the
phonological error score, which as we have seen reflects the difference between the actual and target activation values of the phonological output units. Obviously, high error scores reflect impaired performance. Second, the damage was measured by the reversal rate. This corresponds to a switch in pronunciation by the model, so that a regular pronunciation is given to an exception item (for example, “have” is pronounced to rhyme with “gave”).

Increasing damage at each location produces near-linear increases in the phonological error scores of all types of word. On the whole, though, the lesioned model performed better with regular than with exception words. The reversal rate increased as the degree of damage increased, but nevertheless there were still more reversals occurring on exception words than on regular words. Damage to the hidden units in particular produced a large number of instances where exception words were produced with a regular pronunciation; this is similar to the result whereby surface dyslexics over-regularize their pronunciations. However, the number of regularized pronunciations that were produced by the lesioned model was significantly lower than that produced by surface dyslexic patients. No lesion made the model perform selectively worse on nonwords. Hence the behavior of the lesioned model resembles that of a surface dyslexic.

Patterson et al. also found that word frequency was not a major determinant of whether a pronunciation reversed or not. (It did have some effect, so that high-frequency words were generally more robust to damage.) As we have seen, some surface dyslexics show frequency effects on reading, while others do not. Patterson et al. found that the main determinant of reversals was the number of vowel features by which the regular pronunciation differs from the correct pronunciation, a finding verified from the neuropsychological data.

An additional point of interest is that the lesioned model produced errors that have traditionally been interpreted as “visual” errors. These are mispronunciations that are not over-regularizations and that were traditionally thought to result from an impairment of early graphemic analysis. If this analysis is correct, then Patterson et al. should only have found such errors when there was damage to the orthographic units involved. In contrast, they found them even when the orthographic units were not damaged. This is an example of a particular strength of connectionist modeling; the same mechanism explains what were previously considered to be disparate findings. Here visual errors result from the same lesion that causes other characteristics of surface dyslexia, and it is unnecessary to resort to more complex explanations involving additional damage to the graphemic analysis system.

There are three main problems with this particular account. First, we have already seen that the original Seidenberg and McClelland model was relatively bad at producing nonwords before it was lesioned. We might say that the original model is already operating as a phonological dyslexic. Yet surface dyslexics are good at reading nonwords. Second, the model does not really over-regularize, it just changes the vowel sound of words. Third, Behrmann and Bub (1992) reported data that are inconsistent with this model. In particular, they showed that the performance of the surface dyslexic MP on irregular words does vary as a function of word frequency. They interpreted this frequency effect as problematic for connectionist models. Patterson et al. (1989) were quite explicit in simulating only surface dyslexia; their model does not address phonological dyslexia.

Exploring semantic involvement in reading

The revised model, abbreviated to PSMP, provides a better account of dyslexia. The improvements come about because the simulations implement both pathways of the triangle model in order to explain semantic effects on reading.

Surface dyslexia arises in the progressive neurological disease dementia (see Chapter 11 on semantics for details of dementia). Importantly, people with dementia find exception words difficult to pronounce and repeat if they have lost the meaning of those words (Hodges, Patterson, Oxbury, & Funnell, 1992; Patterson & Hodges,
Patterson and Hodges proposed that the integrity of lexical representations depends on their interaction with the semantic system: Semantic representations bind phonological representations together with a semantic glue; hence this is called the semantic glue hypothesis. As the semantic system gradually dissolves in dementia, so the semantic glue gradually comes unstuck, and the lexical representations lose their integrity. Patients are therefore forced to rely on a sublexical or grapheme–phoneme correspondence reading route, leading to surface dyslexic errors. Furthermore, they have difficulty in repeating irregular words for which they have lost the meaning, if the system is sufficiently stressed (by repeating lists of words), but they can repeat lists of words for which the meaning is intact (Patterson, Graham, & Hodges, 1994; but see Funnell, 1996, for a patient who does not show this difference).

PMSP showed that a realistic model of surface dyslexia depends on involving semantics in reading. Support from semantics normally relieves the phonological pathway from having to master low-frequency exception words by itself. In surface dyslexia the semantic pathway is damaged, and the isolated phonological pathway reveals itself as surface dyslexia.

Plaut (1997) further examined the involvement of semantics in reading. He noted that some patients have substantial semantic impairments but can read exception words accurately (e.g., DC of Lambon Ralph, Ellis, & Franklin, 1995; DRN of Cipolotti & Warrington, 1995; WLP of Schwartz, Marin, & Saffran, 1979). To explain why some patients with semantic impairments cannot read exception words but some can, Plaut suggested that there are individual differences in the division of labor between semantic and phonological pathways. Although the majority of patients with semantic damage show surface dyslexia (Graham, Hodges, & Patterson, 1994), some exceptions are predicted. He also argued that people use a number of strategies in performing lexical decision, one of which is to use semantic familiarity as a basis for making judgments. The revised model therefore takes into account individual differences between speakers, and shows how small differences in reading strategies can lead to different consequences after brain damage.

Modeling phonological dyslexia

The triangle model provides the best connectionist account of phonological dyslexia. It envisages reading as taking place through the three routes conceptualized in the original SM model. The routes are orthography to phonology, orthography to semantics, and semantics to phonology (Figure 7.3). This approach sees phonological dyslexia as nothing other than a general problem with phonological processing (Farah et al., 1996, Sasanuma et al., 1996). Phonological dyslexia arises through impairments to representations at the phonological level, rather than to grapheme–phoneme conversion. This is called the phonological impairment hypothesis. People with phonological dyslexia can still read words because their weakened phonological representations can be accessed through the semantic level. (Hence this approach is also a development of the semantic glue hypothesis.) We have already noted that the original Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) model performed rather like a phonological dyslexic patient, in that it performed relatively poorly on nonwords. Consistent with the phonological deficit hypothesis, the explanation for this poor performance was that the source of these errors was the impoverished phonological representations used by the model.

An apparent problem with the phonological deficit hypothesis is that it is not clear that it would correctly handle the way in which people with phonological dyslexia read pseudohomophones better than other types of nonwords (Coltheart, 1996). Furthermore, patient LB of Derouesné and Beauvois (1985) showed an advantage for pseudohomophones, but no obvious general phonological impairment. There have also been effects of orthographic complexity and visual similarity, suggesting that there is also an orthographic impairment present in phonological dyslexia (Derouesné & Beauvois, 1985; Howard & Best, 1996). For example, Howard and Best showed that their patient Melanie-Jane read pseudohomophones that were visually...
similar to the related word (e.g., GERL) better than pseudohomophones that were visually more distant (e.g., PHOCKS). There was no effect of visual similarity for control nonwords. However, Harm and Seidenberg (2001) show how phonological impairment in a connectionist model can give rise to such effects. A phonological impairment magnifies the ease with which different types of stimuli are read.

**Modeling deep dyslexia**

Hinton and Shallice (1991) lesioned another connectionist model to simulate deep dyslexia. Their model was trained by back-propagation to associate word pronunciations with a representation of the meaning of words. This model is particularly important, because it shows that one type of lesion can give rise to all the symptoms of deep dyslexia, particularly both paralexias and visual errors.

The underlying semantic representation of a word is specified as a pattern of activation across semantic feature units (which Hinton & Shallice called *sememes*). These correspond to semantic features or primitives such as "main-shape-2D," "has-legs," "brown," and "mammal." These can be thought of as atomic units of meaning (see Chapter 11). The architecture of the Hinton and Shallice (1991) model comprised 28 graphicem input units and 68 semantic output units with an intervening hidden layer containing 40 intermediate units. The model was trained to produce an appropriate output representation given a particular orthographic input using back-propagation. The model was trained on 40 uninflected monosyllabic words.

The structure of the output layer is quite complex. First, there were interconnections between some of the semantic units. The 68 semantic feature units were divided into 19 groups depending on their interpretation, with inhibitory connections between appropriate members of the group. For example, in the group of semantic features that define the size of the object denoted by the word, there are three semantic features: “max-size-less-foot,” “max-size-foot-to-two-yards,” and “max-size-greater-two-yards.” Each of these features inhibits the others in the group, because obviously an object can only have one size. Second, an additional set of hidden units called cleanup units was connected to the semantic units. These permit more complex interdependencies between the semantic units to be learned, and have the effect of producing structure in the output layer. This results in a richer semantic space where there are strong semantic attractors. An attractor can be seen as a point in semantic space to which neighboring states of the network are attracted; it resembles the bottom of a valley or basin, so that objects positioned on the sides of the basin tend to migrate towards the lowest point. This corresponds to the semantic representation ultimately assigned to a word.

As in Patterson et al.’s (1989) simulation of surface dyslexia, different types of lesion were possible. There are two dimensions to remember: one is what is lesioned, the other is how it is lesioned. The connections involved were the grapheme–intermediate, intermediate–sememe, and sememe–cleanup. Three methods of lesioning the network were used. First, each set of connections was taken in turn, and a proportion of their weights was set to zero (effectively disconnecting units). Second, random noise was added to each connection. Third, the hidden units (the intermediate and cleanup units) were ablated by destroying a proportion of them.

The results showed that the closer the lesion was to the semantic system, the more effect it had. The lesion type and site interacted in their effects; for example, the cleanup circuit was more sensitive to added noise than to disconnections. Lesions resulted in four types of error: semantic (where an input gave an output word that was semantically but not visually close to the target; these resemble the classic semantic paralexias of deep dyslexics); visual (words visually but not semantically similar), mixed (where the output is both semantically and visually close to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY TERM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attractors:</strong> A point in the connectionist attractor network to which related states are attracted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
target), and others. All lesion sites and types (except for that of disconnecting the semantic and cleanup units) produced the same broad pattern of errors. Finally, on some occasions the lesions were so severe that the network could not generate an explicit response. In these cases, Hinton and Shallice tested the below-threshold information left in the system by simulating a forced-choice procedure. They achieved this by comparing the residual semantic output to a set of possible outputs corresponding to a set of words, one of which was the target semantic output. The model behaved above chance on this forced-choice test, in that its output semantic representation tended to be closer to that of the target than to the alternatives.

Hence the lesioned network behaves like a deep dyslexic patient, in particular in making semantic paralexias. The paralexias occur because semantic attractors cause the accessing of feature clusters close to the meanings of words that are related to the target. A “landscape” metaphor may be useful. Lesions can be thought of as resulting in the destruction of the ridges that separate the different basins of attraction. The occurrence of such errors does not seem to be crucially dependent on the particular lesion type or site under consideration. Furthermore, this account provides an explanation of why different error types, particularly semantic and visual errors, nearly always co-occur in such patients. Two visually similar words can point in the first instance to nearby parts of semantic space, even though their ultimate meanings in the basins may be far apart; if you start off on top of a hill, going downhill in different directions will take you to very different ultimate locations. Lesions modify semantic space so that visually similar words are then attracted to different semantic attractors.

Hinton and Shallice’s account is important for cognitive neuropsychologists for a number of reasons. First, it provides an explicit mechanism whereby the characteristics of deep dyslexia can be derived from a model of normal reading. Second, it shows that the actual site of the lesion is not of primary importance. This is mainly because of the “cascade” characteristics of these networks. Each stage of processing is continuously activating the next, and is not dependent on the completion of processing by its prior stage (McClelland, 1979). Therefore, effects of lesions at one network site are very quickly passed on to surrounding sites. Third, it shows why symptoms that were previously considered to be conceptually distinct necessarily co-occur. Semantic and visual errors can result from the same lesion. Fourth, it thus revives the importance of syndromes as a neuropsychological concept. If symptoms co-occur as a result of any lesion to a particular system, then it makes sense to look for and study such co-occurrences.

Plaut and Shallice (1993a) extended this work to examine the effect of word abstractness on lesioned reading performance. As we have seen, the reading performance of deep dyslexic patients is significantly better on more imageable than on less imageable words. Plaut and Shallice showed that the richness of the underlying semantic representation of a word is an analog of imageability. They hypothesized that the semantic representations of abstract words contain fewer semantic features than those of concrete words; that is, the more concrete a word is, the richer its semantic representation. Jones (1985) showed that it was possible to account for imageability effects in deep dyslexia by recasting them as ease-of-predication effects. Ease-of-predication is a measure of how easy it is to generate things to say about a word, or predicates, and is obviously closely related to the richness of the underlying semantic representation. It is easier to find more things to say about more imageable words than about less imageable words. Plaut and Shallice (1993a) showed that when an attractor network similar to that of Hinton and Shallice (1991) is lesioned, concrete words are read better than abstract words. One exception was that severe lesions of the cleanup system resulted in better performance on abstract words. Plaut and Shallice argue that this is consistent with patient CAV (Warrington, 1981), who showed such an advantage. Hence this network can account for both the usual better performance of deep dyslexic patients on concrete words, and also the rare exception where the reverse is the case. They also showed that lesions closer to the grapheme units tended
to produce more visual errors, whereas lesions closer to the semantic units tended to produce more semantic errors. The model also provides an account of the behavior of normal participants reading degraded words (McLeod, Shallice, & Plaut, 2000). If words are presented very rapidly to people, they make both visual and semantic errors. The data fit the connectionist model well.

Connectionist modeling has advanced our understanding of deep dyslexia in particular, and neuropsychological deficits in general. The finding that apparently unrelated symptoms can necessarily co-occur as a result of a single lesion is of particular importance. It suggests that deep dyslexia may after all be a unitary condition. However, there is one fly in the ointment. The finding that at least some patients show imageability effects in reading but not in comprehension is troublesome for all models that posit a disturbance of semantic representations as the cause of deep dyslexia (Newton & Barry, 1997). Instead, in at least some patients, the primary disturbance may be to the speech production component of reading.

Comparison of models

A simple dual-route model provides an inadequate account of reading, and needs at least an additional lexical route through imageable semantics. The more complex a model becomes, the greater the worry that routes are being introduced on an arbitrary basis to account for particular findings. Analogy models have some attractive features, but their detailed workings are vague and they do not seem able to account for all the data. Connectionist modeling has provided an explicit, single-route model that covers most of the main findings, but has its problems. At the very least it has clarified the issues involved in reading. Its contribution goes beyond this, however. It has set the challenge that only one route is necessary in reading words and nonwords, and that regularity effects in pronunciation arise out of statistical regularities in the words of the language. It may not be a complete or correct account, however it is certainly a challenging one.

Currently we are faced with two serious alternatives: a connectionist model such as the triangle model, and a variant of the dual-route model such as the dual-route cascaded model. The literature is full of claim and counter-claim, and it would be presumptuous for a text like this to say that one is clearly right and the other wrong. There are many studies providing support for and against one or the other of the models. Many of them focus on how we read nonwords (Besner et al., 1990; Seidenberg et al., 1994), because the division of labor in the DRC model between a lexical route with knowledge of individual words and a non-lexical route with spelling rules is absent in connectionist models, and this difference is the key one between the two sorts of models. The DRC emphasizes regularity (does the word obey the rule?), which is a categorical concept—either the word obeys the spelling-sound rules or it does not, with nonwords having to be pronounced by the rule. The triangle model emphasizes consistency of rimes and other units (how often is -AVE pronounced in a certain way?), which is a statistical concept. According to Zevin and Seidenberg (2006), consistency effects such as those shown in Glushko’s (1979) and Jared’s (1997b) study are the critical test between models. Words like PAVE are regular but inconsistent; according to the DRC model they should be as easy to pronounce as regular and consistent words such as PANE; according to the triangle model they should not. Now of course we know from Glushko’s study that regular inconsistent words are slower to pronounce than regular consistent ones, but Coltheart et al. (2001) argue that these differences are an artifact arising from several confounding factors (e.g., the presence of exception words in the materials, and an increase in the number of times it is necessary to reanalyze inconsistent words as we read them from left to right). Zevin and Seidenberg (2006) argued that graded sensitivity to consistency effects in nonwords provides the critical test between the models, with only connectionist models correctly predicting the presence of such effects, and being able to account for individual differences in non-word pronunciation. However, doubtless this debate will run and run.

Perhaps the choice between the triangle and the dual-route cascaded model comes down to which one values most: explaining a wide range of data, or parsimony in design.
Balota (1990) asked if there is a magic moment when we recognize a word but do not yet have access to its meaning. He argued that the tasks most commonly used to study word processing (lexical decision and word naming) are both sensitive to post-access processes. This makes interpretation of data obtained using these tasks difficult (although not, as we have seen, impossible). Furthermore, deep dyslexia (discussed later) suggests that it is possible to access meaning without correctly identifying the word, while non-semantic reading suggests that we can recognize words without necessarily accessing their meaning. Whereas unique lexical access is a prerequisite of activating meaning in models such as the logogen and the serial search model, cascading connectionist models permit the gradual activation of semantic information while evidence is still accumulating from perceptual processing. A model such as the triangle model (Patterson, Suzuki, & Wydell, 1996; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996) seems best able to accommodate all these constraints.

Finally, all of these models—particularly the connectionist ones—are limited in that they have focused on the recognition of morphologically simple, often monosyllabic words. Rastle and Coltheart (2000) have developed a rule-based model of reading bisyllabic words, emphasizing how we produce the correct stress, and Ans, Carbonnel, and Valdois (1998) have developed a connectionist model of reading polysyllabic words.

**SUMMARY**

- Different languages use different principles to translate words into sounds; languages such as English use the alphabetic principle.
- Regular words have a regular grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence, but exception words do not.
- According to the dual-route model, words can be read through a direct lexical route or a sublexical route; in adult skilled readers the lexical route is usually faster.
- The sublexical route was originally thought to use grapheme-phoneme conversion, but now it is considered to use correspondences across a range of sublexical levels.
- There are effects of lexical similarity in reading certain nonwords (pseudohomophones), while not all words are read with equal facility (the consistency of the regularity of a word’s neighbors affects its ease of pronunciation).
- It might be necessary to access the phonological code of a word before we can access its meaning; this process is called phonological mediation.
- Phonological mediation is most likely to be observed with low-frequency words and with poor readers.
- Readers have some attentional control over which route they emphasize in reading.
- Access to some phonological code is mandatory, even in silent reading, but normally does not precede semantic access.
- Increasing reading speed above about 350 words a minute (by speed reading, for example) leads to reduced comprehension.
- Surface dyslexia is difficulty in reading exception words; it corresponds to an impairment of the lexical route in the dual-route model.
- Phonological dyslexia is difficulty in reading nonwords; it corresponds to an impairment of the sublexical route in the dual-route model.
- Deep dyslexic readers display a number of symptoms including making visual errors, but the most important characteristic is the presence of semantic reading errors or paralexias.
- There has been some debate as to whether deep dyslexia is a coherent syndrome.
- Non-semantic readers can pronounce irregular words even though they do not know their meaning.
- The revised dual-route model uses multiple sublexical correspondences and permits direct access through a semantic lexical route and a non-semantic lexical route.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE

- The dual-route cascaded model allows activation to trickle through levels before processing is necessarily completed at any level.
- Seidenberg and McClelland (SM) produced an important connectionist model of reading; however, it performed poorly on nonwords and pseudohomophones.
- Lesioning the SM network gives rise to behavior resembling surface dyslexia, but its over-regularizations differ from those made by humans.
- The revised version of this model, PSMP, gives a much better account of normal reading and surface dyslexia; it uses a much more realistic representation for input and output than the original model.
- There are clear semantic influences on normal and impaired reading, and recent connectionist models are trying to take these into account.
- The triangle model accounts for phonological dyslexia as an impairment to the phonological representations: this is the phonological impairment hypothesis.
- Deep dyslexia has been modeled by lesioning semantic attractors; the lesioned model shows how the apparently disparate symptoms of deep dyslexia can arise from one type of lesion.
- More imageable words are relatively spared because they have richer semantic representations.
- There has been considerable debate as to whether developmental dyslexia is qualitatively different from very poor normal reading, and whether there are subtypes that correspond to acquired dyslexias; the preponderance of evidence suggests that developmental dyslexia is on a continuum with normal reading.
- Connectionist modeling shows how two distinct types of damage can lead to a continuum of impairment between development surface and phonological dyslexia extremes.

SOME QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

1. Is there a “magic moment” when we recognize a word but cannot access its meaning?
2. Why might reading errors occur? Keep a record of any errors you make and try to relate them to what you have learned in this and the previous chapter.
3. What practical tips could help adult dyslexic readers to read more effectively?

FURTHER READING

Many of the references at the end of Chapter 6 will also be relevant here. There are a number of works that describe the orthography of English, and discuss the rules whereby certain spelling-to-sound correspondences are described as regular and others as irregular. One of the best known of these is Venezky (1970). For an example of work on reading in a different orthographic system, see Kess and Miyamoto (1999).

For a general introduction to reading, writing, spelling, and their disorders, see Ellis (1993). For more discussion of dyslexia, including peripheral dyslexias, see Ellis and Young (1988). Two volumes (entitled Deep dyslexia, 2nd edition, by Coltheart, Patterson, & Marshall, 1987, and Surface dyslexia by Patterson, Marshall, & Coltheart, 1985b) cover much of the relevant material. A special issue of the journal Cognitive Neuropsychology (1996, volume 13, part 6) was devoted to phonological dyslexia.

For recent overviews of reading, see Andrews (2006) and Snowling and Hulme (2007).
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